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Mike Beshara

Valley Patriot of the Month
Hero In Our Midst

Tom Duggan

Continued on Page 24

Ten years ago this month, with the
world’s attention focused upon the deaths
of  Mother
Teresa and
P r i n c e s s
Diana, a
third great
figure died
in Europe,
his death
l a r g e l y
unnoticed
and his
life’s work
seemingly forgotten.

Viktor Frankl was a Viennese
psychiatrist who once worked with Freud.
A survivor of Auschwitz and Dachau, he
drew heavily from his concentration camp
experiences in his classic book “Man’s
Search for Meaning.”

March 26, 1905 -
September 2, 1997

Author of Man’s Search for
Meaning, and 32

psychospiritual books,
Developer of existential

psychology and logotherapy,
Holocaust survivor

Unlike many Holocaust writers, who
have catalogued the cruelty and

inhumanity
of which
people are
c a p a b l e ,
Frankl took
the long
view, using
his Holo-
caust ex-
periences
as an
existential

laboratory to analyze how some people
held themselves together under the most
dehumanizing conditions imaginable.

Having experienced that, he would
write, “They can take away everything

Continued on page 7

Remembering Viktor Frankl

Continued on Page 17

When Methuen resident Mike Beshara
tried to join the Navy in January of 1942,
he was initially told that he could not join
the service because of his age.

“I was only 17 years old at the time,”
Beshara recalled. “After December 7, 1941
I really wanted to enlist in the Navy, but
my parents had passed away and my uncle
couldn’t sign the papers for me to join
because he was not considered my legal
guardian.”

Mark Palermo

Enjoy the Summer With a HOT New Pair of Shoes

Andover Surgery CenterAndover Surgery CenterAndover Surgery CenterAndover Surgery CenterAndover Surgery Center
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Almost exactly one year after a gun was
found at the home of Lawrence City
Councilor Grisel Silva, the Massachusetts
State Ethics Commission has cleared the
district “B” councilor of allegations that she
used her influence as an elected official to
cover up the fact that a gun was found in
her home.

The gun was found by a family member
in the bedroom of Silva’s 17 year old
daughter, Tatiana Colon, who has learning
disabilities.

In a press release issued after the incident,
Councilor Silva stated that her husband
Nelson, had called Lawrence Police Officer
Albert Inastroza, whom they both knew,
when a member of the family brought the
gun to his attention. The Silvas say they
handed the gun over to Inastroza with the
belief that he would turn in the gun and
begin an official investigation.

But Inastroza did not turn in the gun right
away, nor did he file a police report, setting
off a firestorm of accusations in the local
press that Silva was taking advantage of her
position as a city councilor by calling a
“friend” on the police department to cover
up the crime.

Inastroza was suspended for twenty-days
by Lawrence Mayor Michael Sullivan for
not filing a report or turning in the gun
“right away,” despite the fact that there is
no official policy as to when an officer has
to turn evidence in to the police station
during an ongoing investigation.

Inastroza finally did file a police report
several days after the incident, and after an
internal investigation had already begun. In
his report, Inastroza claimed that Councilor
Silva and her husband had asked him not
to turn in the gun until he heard from them.

The daily and weekly newspapers
reported the allegations against Silva as
gospel while the Lawrence Police
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Opinions

Valley Patriot
*Editorial*

See page 13 for our new political cartoon from David Sullivan of Dracut

To the Editor,

Thanks for the article with Wilfredo
Laboy. It cleared things up considerably.
This paper did a very responsible thing by
giving the Superintendent of Schools a
venue to elucidate the rationale of
segregating students with limited English
proficiency. Sadly, no other publication to
my knowledge has done so. Race politics
is indeed a dangerous thing.

However, I could not help noticing the
quote: “Under the 14th amendment to the
U.S. Constitution it states that it is the
responsibility of the state to educate its
citizens. So we have this thing called
‘compulsory education.’ “

I may be wrong, but I don’t believe this
is true. The 14th Amendment says much,
but I it says nothing about the states
compelling the education of children. In
fact, the amendment was used to invalidate
an Oregon law mandating children to attend
public schools. (see Pierce v. Society of
Sisters (1925))

Of course compulsory education laws
exist, are enforced throughout the country,
and are in some cases beneficial when
children are actually educated.
Massachusetts in particular has the
distinction of being the first state in the
nation to pass a compulsory school
attendance law; passed in 1852. It is from
the laws of our state and not the 14th
Amendment where this thing called
‘compulsory education’ derives its basis.

Mark Walters, Methuen

To the Editor,

Recently, the Methuen City Council has
taken up a proposal for an increase in the
water rates for its citizens.  While I’m open
to an honest debate on rate increases, I’m
more concerned with the damaging effect
of the socialistic rate system the city uses
to figure our water bills.  The city has a
progressive rate program that applies a
lower rate/unit for residents who use less
water and a higher rate/unit for residents
who use more water.  This is a morally
wrong practice and I would encourage our
city leaders to adopt a flat rate fee structure
immediately.

Mayor William Manzi has stated recently
that the reason for this progressive water
rate system is to “encourage conservation”.
This sounds and feels good on the surface
and certainly encourages conservation, but
only for those families who consume a
larger measure of water than others.  What
incentive to conserve water does the family
who is charged at the lowest rate have under
this system?  It is a one-sided argument with
deep socialist undertones positioned under
the guise of conservation.

  What’s likely is that those who are
charged the highest rate represent the
smallest group in total number and those
who are subsidized at the lowest rate likely
represent the largest group by number by a
significant margin.  Consequently, the
argument that the progressive rate system
accomplishes conservation is likely false.
The largest group of consumers who are
subsidized at a lower rate will naturally
consume more water collectively simply
because it’s cheaper.  The conservation
effect generated by the higher rate is likely
negated by the greater usage of water by
the subsidized consumers at the bottom end
of the rate scheme.  In the end, the policy
likely has little to no effect on total
conservation and the net result may actually
be more water being consumed overall.  Far
better to simply institute a flat rate for all
consumers that encourages conservation
across the entire spectrum.

 The progressive rate system is flawed on
at least two counts.  First, it pre-supposes
that families who consume more water
under a flat rate system do not pay their
“fair share” and do not have incentives to
conserve.  This is patently false.  Under a
flat rate system a family that uses 20% more

water than their neighbors, pays 20% more
on their bill.  Second, a progressive rate
system pre-supposes that any water a family
consumes in excess of their neighbors is
not a necessity….that they can merely cut
back or be punished by a higher rate per
unit of water.  But, there is no cause to
assume that the consumers at the high end
of the utilization scale are not as financially
tapped as the users near the low end.

I suggest that the leadership and city
council in Methuen establish a flat fee
structure that provides for the delivery of
safe water at the same rate for all
consumers.  Let the people choose what
they can afford to consume and only then
we will see fairness coupled with real
results in conservation.

Chris Twomey, Methuen

Hi, I’m Errin LivingstonHi, I’m Errin Livingston
I’m a member of
Team Zingales

Please See Our Ad - Page 33

I’m a member of
Team Zingales

360 Merrimack Street, Bldg. #5 in Lawrence

The Valley Patriot is distributed by FPD
Distributors in Amesbury, MA. All CVS and
Stop & Shop locations are distributed by
Distributech, Inc. in Woburn MA.

Thank You
J.K. Rowling

We wish to thank author J.K. Rowling for inspiring so many
people, especially young children, to read and to enjoy reading
in the age of internet, television and video games.

In the 24 hour period from midnight July 21st, to midnight
July 22nd, over 15 million copies of “Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows” were sold world-wide, including over 8.3
million copies in the United States. (According to Scholastic,
Inc.)

Since the release of the very first Harry Potter book, J.K.
Rowling has brought magic to life with the most fascinating
characters; Ron Weasley, Hermione Granger, and of course
Harry Potter himself, fighting the eternal struggle of good
versus evil.

We watched the many twists and turns as the series
progressed and these main characters began to grow up with
magical powers, cultivated and perfected to fight the evil
Voldermont and his army.

We cried as characters such as Harry’s godfather Sirius Black
was killed and when Professor Dumbledore died. And we
smiled when we learned that Ron and Hermione were married.
Rowling’s wonderful imagination has inspired something in
our kids that is constructive and critical to their futures … loving
to read.

At the Borders Bookstore at the Methuen Loop, a giant Harry
Potter party was held before the midnight release of “The
Deathly Hallows” on July 21st. Over 800 people turned out in
costume to celebrate and purchase the final book in the Harry
Potter series. All around the world celebrations just like the
one at Borders were being held; where kids dressed up as
their favorite Harry Potter characters, debating the loyalty of
Snapes and wondering who would die in the end.

Seeing lines and lines of kids waiting to buy a book was awe
inspiring and we thank author J.K. Rowling for bringing reading
back into the lives of so many children. We cannot think of
any other occasion where children wanted to stay up late to
read, rather than playing video games, watching TV or using
the computer. J.K. Rowling has done for our children what we
as parents, and our school systems, indeed our culture has
not been able to do effectively for years, make reading fun.

Thank you J.K. Rowling.

Editors note: To see more about the Harry Potter party at Borders
please turn to Page 35.
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With the WHAT NOW™??? ETA
however, evacuees can see long before they
reach that blocked exit that they need to find
another way out of the building.

As amazed as I was to see that George
had invented such a device I was even more
amazed that Mr. Peters was donating one
device for each of our 22 schools. “I made

this device to save lives,” George told
me. “I can’t think of better way
to do that than to start right here
in Lawrence with our school
children.”

I couldn’t agree more.

Peters’ company, Lancer 1
Inc. has already had a tre-
mendous success with his
ETA device in the dorms of

Merrimack College, Caritas
Holy Family Hospital,

GLCAC Inc. Child Care
Center, and major corporations (like

Raytheon), as well as fire departments
throughout New England like: North
Andover, Methuen, York Maine, Windham
NH, Pelham NH, Yarmouth, Pittsfield,
Hanover and dozens of others.

I am always encouraged when I get a visit
from people like George Peters who are not
looking to get something from the city of
Lawrence, but looking to give something
back. And I say ‘give back,’ because George
himself will tell you how proud he is to have
grown up in the city and was even on the
Lawrence High School football team.
That’s why, Peters told me, that his
company is called “Lancer 1,” because he
had the number one on his football jersey
as a Lawrence High Lancer.

As chairman of the School Committee, I
want to publicly thank Mr. George Peters
for his donation of 22 WHAT NOW ™???
ETA devices to our city schools. Yes,
Lawrence is Moving Forward, thanks to
people like George Peters at Lancer 1.

Opinions

Preemptive Nuclear Strikes?

Thinking Outside
the Box!

Dr. Charles Ormsby, N.A. School Committee

Lawrence
on the Move

Lawrence
on the Move

Mayor Michael J. Sullivan

George  Peters’ Generous Donation
But ... What NOW??
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Foreign policy, diplomacy and war are
not games. However, game theory is often
used to analyze alternative strategies. One
difference between most games and the
conflicts between nations is that if you lose
a game you typically shake hands, re-set
the score to zero and play again. If you lose
a war, you might not get to play again for a
very long time. If you want to preserve your
freedoms and way of life, losing is not an
option.

The U.S. has little to fear from enemies
armed with conventional weapons,
especially those consisting of traditional,
state-sponsored armed forces. None of us
worry about an invasion by Iran, North
Korea, Syria or Venezuela.

Conventionally-armed terrorists present
a somewhat different challenge and a
substantially different response is required.
Even if terrorist attacks in the U.S. become
commonplace, as unpleasant a prospect as
that may be, we will find ways to deal with
them. Eventually we will get upset enough
to retaliate against their “secret” state
sponsors (shhh … Iran, Syria, Saudi Arabia)
and extract a penalty great enough to
diminish the threat. The U.S. might even
start to take border security seriously.

Compare our current situation in the War
On Terror to a game. If the game is
restricted to conventional weapons (e.g.,
bullets, shells, tanks, IEDs, car bombs,
chemical explosives), we are currently in a
dominant position and early enough in the
game to counter any innovative moves by
the opposition. If, however, our enemies
introduce non-conventional weapons, our
margin of safety will be dramatically
reduced and, for the first time, losing may
become a distinct possibility.

The leading Western powers have not
adopted an official policy of “no first use”
of nuclear weapons. Historically, this was
because the U.S., the U.K., and France were
concerned about being overwhelmed by
Warsaw Pact conventional forces in
Europe. More recently, Israel has shared a
similar concern regarding being overrun by
a coordinated conventional attack by Arab
armies and thus has retained the option of
first use. In both cases, the “first use” option

was intended to be used in desperation just
prior to being engulfed, not used
preemptively.

“First use,” as a preemptive strategy, has
for all practical purposes been ruled out –
if not officially, at least in the minds of the
general public and backed by a press
establishment ready to lambaste anyone
who considers or suggests a preemptive
nuclear strike. The presumption that such a
strike is unthinkable and immoral runs so
deeply that there is no public discussion of
whether a blanket prohibition is in our best
interest. In fact, a strict prohibition against
preemptive use of nuclear weapons may
very well be the gateway to victory for our
enemies.

When it comes to anything nuclear, the
public seems only capable of seeing black
or white. Propose building a nuclear power
plant – the safest, most efficient and
environmentally friendliest energy source
ever devised by man – and millions of
Chicken Littles flood the streets and media
outlets telling us that the sky is falling.
Suggest irradiating foods so that normally
perishable food will have nearly unlimited
shelf life without refrigeration, and
scientifically illiterate scaremongers will
emerge from the woodwork like termites
at a sawmill.

So it is not surprising that when it comes
to discussing what might be the most critical
issue of our time – nuclear weapons – a
rational discussion is much more difficult.
But here goes …

First, we should recognize that the de
facto prohibition of a nuclear first strike has
unintended consequences. Rogue states that
are developing nuclear weapons dig very
deep and highly re-enforced underground
bunkers to house critical development
facilities. Thus, their nuclear capabilities are
safe even from highly sophisticated earth-
penetrating conventional weapons. Not
only do multiple layers of re-enforced
concrete protect these facilities, our lack of
knowledge of their designs makes the
likelihood of a successful conventional
strike extremely remote.

Is it Time to End the Prohibition Against

Continued on Page 28

Michael Sullivan is the mayor of
Lawrence and is in his second four-year
term. You can e-mail him at
Sull33@aol.com or call his office at 978-
794-5858 and ask for Nora.

As the mayor of Lawrence I am fortunate
enough to be able to see things that most
others in the community just don’t have an
opportunity to see.

Last month, George Peters, Property Dir-
ector from the Community Action Council
came to my office looking for a meeting.
With the impending budget crisis I was
reluctant because, until a budget
is passed by the city council it
is nearly impossible for me to
gauge exactly how much
money is going to be a-
vailable in the coming months
to help such incredible
organizations like the
Community Action Council.

But Mr. Peters was not
seeking a meeting with me
because he was looking for
something from the city; he was
seeking a meeting because he
wanted to give something back.

Unbeknownst to most people, George
Peters, along with being the property
director for the GLCAC Inc., is also an
inventor and entrepreneur.

You see, Mr. Peters has invented a device
that will save lives. It’s called the WHAT
NOW ™ ??? Evacuation Training Aide, a
life-sized graphic of a working fire that can
be set up by firefighters, safety managers
or school officials when practicing for fire
drills and emergency evacuations.

Normally, during a fire drill or practice
evacuation of a school or office building,
emergency workers such as firemen (or
teachers in a school building) will stand in
front of one of the emergency exits,
diverting evacuees to another exit so that
those in the drill will be prepared if a fire is
blocking an emergency exit in a real crisis.

The problem with this practice is that
precious seconds are lost because most
evacuees during a drill are automatically
drawn towards a fireman or administrator
before they realize that the person standing
in the doorway is trying to divert them.
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Dr. Ormsby Has it Wrong On N.Andover United
As Chair of North Andover United, I’d

like to thank Dr. Chuck Ormsby for
demonstrating with his “Snookered” article
the need for North Andover United to
continue its important work to provide the
citizens of North Andover with accurate,
verifiable information, in a positive,
unifying manner.

Check out our website at
www.northandover.org; there’s a wealth of
information there to help citizens
distinguish the difference between the plain
truth and political distortions of North
Andover’s often very complex issues.

 You don’t need a doctorate from MIT to
know that statistics are merely used to show
relationships, not causality.   It’s up to you
to decide which relationships make the most
sense to you. For instance, you could use
statistics to show that as the temperature
rises, the Gleed family eats less pizza. The
statistics may be true, but they prove
nothing; the temperature has nothing to do
with our dinner choices.  We eat more pizza
in the colder months because we’re busier
attending evening meetings.  If you were
to chart Gleed pizza consumption against
the months of the year, you’d show a more
direct relationship to reality.  But you’d
need to talk to me about our dinner
preferences in order to know which
statistical relationship had meaning.

The mathematical gibberish presented in
Chuck’s article does not refute our basic
conclusion that home values in North
Andover have suffered.  North Andover
United does not cherry-pick its data and
does not tailor the data to fit an agenda –
we used data from reputable, professional
sources.  We consulted with several real
estate professionals and drew our
conclusions from the data and their real-
life sales experience.  And our mailer
encouraged citizens to “get the facts,
consult your realtor or go to zillow.com and
see for yourself”.

There’s no formula you can use to show
a direct correlation between taxes and home
values, other than the obvious, that the
higher the home values, the higher the
taxes.  People will pay more for homes that
meet their value criteria, but it’s a very
complicated emotional decision.  The
National Association of Realtors’ 2006
profile of home buyers and sellers in
Massachusetts reported that important
factors for purchase decisions included the
quality of the neighborhood/town,
convenience of commute, convenience of
being near family and friends, and the
quality of schools.

Our North Andover United mailer plainly
stated:  “Under-funded schools and highly
publicized conflicts are costing everyone.”
The reality is that for the past few years,
realtors have had trouble getting
prospective buyers to even look at North
Andover homes.  Yes, the declining
reputation of our schools was a factor, but
even more so, the political polarization of
our citizens had earned us a negative
reputation that extended far beyond our
borders.  People know us as an angry town
now; seventeen years ago when I bought
my home, outsiders knew us by our nice

rural character and reputation for good
schools…

 Why does Chuck think that reports of
declining real estate values at a time when
High School AP enrollment has increased
is odd?  As a School Committeeman, I find
it odd that he can ignore the impact of the
significant reduction of electives at the High
School, the absence of state-mandated
technology curriculum at the middle school,
the lack of related arts and foreign language
at the middle school, and the lack of English
language and science curriculum, not to
mention severely overcrowded classrooms,
at the elementary level.

Unlike Chuck, I am not cynical about
politics [yet].

I do not “expect lies, distortions and
outright misrepresentations”.  Call me
naïve, but I still expect honesty and
accountability.   And, with the help of North
Andover United and its supporters, I’m
willing to work for that.

Our entire philosophy is based on the
premise that if we provide honest answers

to honest questions, our fellow citizens will
draw reasonable conclusions that will help
our town move forward in a positive
direction for us all.

Our efforts this spring were the driving
force that inspired the creation of the Joint
Resolution, signed by the Board of
Selectmen, the School Committee and the
Finance Committee.  This is a living
document by which we can now measure
the effectiveness of our elected leadership.
And passage of this modest override, which
restores critical services in both the
municipal and school departments, will give
outsiders confidence in our citizenry and
restore our pride in a community that
deserves our support.

Chuck, the election is over.  Rather than
slinging unfounded accusations at North
Andover United, I think your time would
be much better spent working to improve
academic standards in a positive way.  You
were elected to the School Committee to
support and improve our schools; stick to
the job at hand.

Sandy Gleed

The charitable foundation created by a
self-made man who believed in the power
of education and hard work is helping
Northern Essex Community College to
educate more nurses, at a time when there
is a tremendous shortage.

Thanks to a generous donation from The
Technical Training Foundation—founded
by the late Dr. Ibrahim El-Hefni of North
Andover—Northern Essex can hire an
additional nursing professor this year and,
as a result, enroll additional students in its
popular registered nursing program. This
is the second year the foundation has funded
the teaching position.

“This is a huge benefit for students who
want to get in the program and for local
hospitals and other health care
organizations who can’t hire enough of our
grads,” says Jackie Long-Goding, dean of
health professions. “We could not afford to
hire this professor without support from The
Technical Training Foundation.”

A firm believer in the possibility of the
American Dream, Dr. El Hefni immigrated
to the United States from Egypt in 1960.
He received an engineering degree at the
University of Cairo and a PhD in Electrical
Engineering at Sheffield University in
England. After working at Bell Labs and
Lincoln Labs he started his own company,

Mircowave Research Company, which was
located in North Andover, in the early
1970’s. He created the Technical Education
Foundation to fund educational
opportunities for the disadvantaged and to
further medical research into such diseases
as Hepatitis C and renal failure. Since his
death in 2005, his family has continued to
pursue his vision of providing educational
opportunities in his name. Dr. El Hefni was
a resident of North Andover.

The college has hired Kathleen Phaneuf
for the nursing faculty position. A resident
of Lowell, Phaneuf graduated from UMass
Lowell with a bachelor’s of nursing and a
master’s in family and community health
nursing. She has experience in pediatric
nursing and has taught at Northeastern
University, UMass Lowell, Middlesex
Community College, and Northern Essex
Community College. Phaneuf is fluent in
Spanish.

In addition to teaching a clinical group
of eight students each semester, Phaneuf is
responsible for 20 hours of classroom
lectures, 45 hours of clinical labs, and
serving as faculty advisor for 15 students.

Northern Essex has day and evening
programs leading to an associate degree in
registered nursing. The donation will allow

the college to continue to enroll 80 students
each fall. The fall nursing course at
Northern Essex is now full.

With campuses in Haverhill and
Lawrence and extension sites in Andover
and Methuen, Northern Essex Community
College is a state-assisted college, offering
over 70 associate degree and certificate
programs as well as hundreds of non credit
courses designed for personal enrichment

North Andover Foundation Funds Position for Full
Time Nursing Professor at Northern Essex

Shown left to right in photo are NECC President David Hartleb,
NECC Vice President of Academic Affairs Lane Glenn, Annmarie Nelson
of the Technical Training Foundation, and NECC Vice President of
Institutional Advancement Jean Poth.

and career growth.  Close to 11,000 students
ranging from recent high school graduates
to workers employed locally attend classes
days, evenings, and weekends.  Northern
Essex is the only state college located in
the lower Merrimack Valley Region of
Massachusetts.

Ernie Greenslade, Director of Public
Relations, Northern Essex Community
College, 978 556-3862
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As many people are now aware,
albeit not all are happy about it,
(NOAH) Neighborhood of Affordable
Housing, Inc. was the successful bidder
at the open auction held for the former
Greenery site in North Andover.

Although I regret that this project is
not popular with its neighbors, I
personally am more than pleased that
NOAH has been able to prevail in their
pursuit of this property.

I have felt from the beginning of this
process that many citizens in town were
misinformed regarding not only the
project itself but misinformed regarding who and what
NOAH is, what the needs of North Andover truly are and
how important it is for us as a community to work with
and not against “friendly” 40b developers.

The North Andover Affordable Housing Plan identifies
two critical scarcities in the town’s housing supply: rentals
and affordable housing.  The Greenery site itself is
specifically referenced in this plan as an ideal location for
housing that could satisfy both these needs.  In addition to
this, the project utilizes an existing building as opposed to
building a new structure and completely transforming a
neighborhood or eating up open space.

Although we will be much closer to our required 10%
mark once the Osgood Landing project gets underway,
we must remember that our 10% requirement of affordable
housing units will forever be a moving target.  As more
housing is developed more affordable housing will be
needed.  Each time the census is conducted we may find
ourselves once again below our required 10%. For this
reason alone it is more than important that we, as a
community, work with “friendly” 40b developers. And who
better than a non-profit one?  NOAH itself is not in the
business of “big” development but simple housing.  Their
vision and focus is people and community orientated.  My
personal experiences with them have proven to me that

North Andover

For more information, visit us on the web at www.whatsinyourgenes.net

*Paternity Testing
*Legal or Piece of Mind
*Home Self Collection
*Motherless

* Immigration DNA Testing
*Prenatal Testing
*Forensic Analysis
* Infidelity Testing
*Semen Detection Call 978-659-0086 to

coordinate your test with one
of our friendly Case Managers

101 Amesbury Street,
Suite 400

Lawrence, MA 01840

* Fast * Painless * Affordable * Confidential
“W“W“W“W“Whahahahahat’t’t’t’t’s in ys in ys in ys in ys in your gour gour gour gour genes?”enes?”enes?”enes?”enes?”

Accurate Paternity Testing of Massachusetts

*Social Security
* Child Support
*Adoption
* Twin Testing

Let Accurate Paternity Testing of Massachusetts help you resolve these
issues

NOAH prevails in purchase of
Greenery Site

they are committed to the communities in
which they have a stake.  They will not be
a get in, get rich, and get out type of
developer. They are true partners to the
communities they work with and I look
forward to them partnering with North
Andover for many years to come.

There is however another step that must
take place in this ongoing process, which
is getting Town Meeting approval for
committing $1M of Community
Preservation Act funds to this project.  Even
though this was originally rejected at Town
Meeting in May, an article will be

introduced to this effect at the next Town Meeting.  Of this
$1M, approximately $100,000 will be used to pay for
various legal, engineering, architectural, etc. studies that
will be needed during the design and construction
processes.  The remainder however will be held until all
financing is in place.

Although the original article was blocked by a few, I
have faith that this article will pass at the next Town
Meeting.  This project is a viable and strategically smart
one for the town.  The Housing Partnership Committee
fully backs this project and the Community Preservation
Committee was in favor of this project enough to want to
contribute $1M towards getting it completed.  The Board
of Selectmen and the Finance Committee also give it
thumbs up.  Much due diligence has been (and will continue
to be) done on this project, so I feel that the comfort level
of all committees and boards will be maintained as we move
toward our next Town Meeting.  The true unknown at this
time is those folks who first blocked this project.  I hope
they too can eventually see that this project is a good solid
one for our community.

Tracy M. Watson

Tracy Watson is a member of the North Andover
Housing Partnership Committee and head of the
Woodridge Development in N. Andover. You can email
her at tmwatson@woodridgehomes.org

JULIA

Your one stop shop
for all your low voltage
electronics and home
entertainment needs

I’m a member of
Team Zingales

Please see our ad on Page 33

Hi, I’m
Kathleen
Mulligan

We’ve MOVED!
to 360 Merrimack Street, Bldg. #5

in Lawrence

The Valley Patriot can
now be found at

Lawrence, Andover, N. Andover,
Methuen, Haverhill, Lowell,

Billerica, Chelmsford, Dracut,
Tewksbury and Westford!

North Andover,
Methuen, & Amesbury

&

The Valley Patriot’s Ace reporter, Hanna Porten, is
organizing a book drive to donate books to Linda
Soucy, Coordinator of the Safe Haven Program in
Methuen.

The Safe Haven provides an after school homework
center for Methuen students.

In September, a new Safe Haven Building will have
its grand opening and will be in need of books to fill
its new library.

Book donations can be dropped off at 47 Brightwood
Ave., North Andover. Please call 978- 557-5413 for
more information and thank you for donating.

Hanna’s Book Drive
to Help Methuen’s
Safe Haven After
School Program
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Haverhill Mayor James Fiorentini

Moving Haverhill Forward
Haverhill

The Merrimack Valley’s hottest new progressive
rock band Annafair will be appearing in Haverhill!

For more Information visit Annafair on line at
www.annafaironline.com

Aug 23 2007 8:00P
The Peddler’s Daughter
Haverhill, Massachusetts

Annafair Appearance Schedule

Northern Essex Community College is
collaborating with local veteran agents to
ensure that all returning veterans have
access to higher education.

For the first time, the college is planning
the Veterans’ Educational Stand Down, an
information fair designed specifically for
veterans who are considering going back
to college.

Scheduled for Thursday, August 16 at 6
p.m., the event is designed to help soldiers
and veterans navigate the educational
system and access the resources and
services that are available to them.

While all veterans and military personnel
are invited, the target audience is military
personnel and veterans from Operation
Enduring Freedom (OEF) and Operation
Iraqi Freedom (OIF). The event will be held
in the Technology Center on the college’s
Haverhill Campus, 100 Elliott St.

“We learned from local veteran services
directors that many local veterans are
returning from Iraq without a clear
understanding of the educational benefits
they are entitled to,” says Ellen Grondine,
dean of human services, who is
coordinating the event.

“Northern Essex has a long history of
educating veterans and we wanted to be
sure that they know that we are eager to
help them.”

At the event, college support staff,
veteran’s agents, and active duty personnel
will be available to answer questions.
Participants will also learn about federal,

NECC Reaches Out to
Military Personnel and

Veterans
state, and military funding sources, how
military experience may translate directly
into college credits, and about flexible
learning options such as online courses.

The college will be highlighting
certificate and associate degree programs
in areas such as health care, criminal justice,
and human services, which can lead to a
new career after one to two years of full-
time study. Part-time study options for
veterans who are working full-time will
also be identified.

This event is part of a larger Northern
Essex plan designed to attract veterans to
the college. The college is collaborating
with veterans’ services directors from
Amesbury, Haverhill, Lawrence, and
Haverhill to determine educational needs
and make sure that services are available.

Ron Koontz, Amesbury’s veteran’s agent,
returned from Vietnam in 1968 and enrolled
at Northern Essex more than twenty years
later in 1989, earning an associate degree
in the human service field. His hope is that
the new partnership between the college and
area veterans agents will become a pilot
program that will be replicated across the
state.

“We want to create a new way to have
active duty personnel think about the next
step. Our goal is to provide a seamless
delivery of services.”

For more information, contact Ellen
Grondine, 978 738-7453 or
egrondine@necc.mass.edu.

August is the start of something new in
Haverhill.  On August 14, BJ’s Wholesale
Club opens, the largest retail store ever to
open in our city.

Then on October 14th, Target opens,
followed by Lowe’s in December.

All of this means new places to shop, new
jobs, and new tax revenue.

Target is looking to hire 250 local people
— about 30 of them full time, and the rest
“flex time.”  You can call 978-374-7755 Ext
139, if interested.

In July, we started the first of what we
hope are a series of “neighborhood walk-
throughs”.  I spent Friday night with our
new expanded police patrols in the Mt.
Washington area speaking with residents.

There’s a lot in this edition, including
news on grants, jobs, new faces in the
Mayor’s office... and more.

Not on My Watch

I cannot express how strongly I oppose
the efforts to take Joseph Comeau’s name
off of the Comeau Bridge.

This bridge was named after a true
American hero.  Removing his name from
the bridge would send a wrong message that
the city does not honor its veterans. I am
very surprised that a candidate for Mayor
would suggest renaming the bridge the
“John Greenleaf Whittier Bridge.”

Let me point out that there is already a
John Greenleaf Whittier Bridge in
Haverhill, a portion of Interstate 95 in
Amesbury and Salisbury.  Let me also point
out that the Comeau Bridge is owned by
the state, and that no Mayor of Haverhill
can rename a state bridge.

However, I do have a voice, and that
voice will be, and has been, raised in

opposition to the misguided efforts to take
Mr. Comeau’s name off the bridge.

Joseph C. Comeau was a true American
hero. He served in the 82nd Infantry in the
in the Pacific Theater. He served in the
invasion of Guadalcanal, one of the
bloodiest battles of World War II. My uncle,
Francis Fiorentini, was one of the people
who served with him. The late Senator Jake
Rurak also served in that theater and he,
along with State Representative Francis
Bevilacqua, were instrumental in naming
the bridge after Mr. Comeau in 1978.  The
people who served in World War II are true
American heroes and should be role models
to a younger generation.

I have assured the Comeaus that I will
strongly oppose any efforts to take Mr.
Comeau’s name off of that bridge. I have
already spoken to Representative Brian
Dempsey and told him that the city would

oppose any efforts to take Comeau’s name
off the Comeau Bridge.

I have invited the Comeau family to join
with me when we rededicate the bridge.

New Grant Means Jobs,
Savings for Taxpayers

Haverhill has a number of industrial
parks in the city. One of our parks, located
on upper Hilldale Avenue, Pella Windows
included is located in that park.

It has been difficult for us to recruit new
industries to that park because the park is
not connected to the city sewer system.
Two years ago, the City Council, authorized
the city to borrow $1,400,000 to connect
the park to the city sewer system. We’ve
done all of the preliminary engineering
work, done the design, and decided to
locate the sewer up Hilldale Ave to provide
for eventual expansion for Hilldale Ave
residents. The final step was to find the
money to pay for it.

Thanks to a grant from the state of
$1,000,000, a large portion of the money
will now be paid for by the state, not by
local rate payers and taxpayers. This grant
was a result of a united team effort both
here at City Hall and with our State House
delegation. To obtain the grant, we first had
to submit another grant application for
expedited business permitting under the

Continued on Page 40
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Remembering Viktor Frankl: From Page 1
Haverhill

Wheel
Alignment

157 So. Broadway, Lawrence

OFF

(978) 687-1155

OPEN Mon. - Fri.  7:30 - 5:00

$10.00
4 Wheel Alignment Extra

OFFWe Do Inspection
Stickers!

LUBE, OIL & FILTER SPECIAL

$10.00Up to 5 qts. of Oil 10W30

Major Credit Cards &
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A   AA

Winnekenni Castle

except the last of the human freedoms:
Man’s ability to change his own attitude in
any given circumstance.” Frankl’s message
to the world was that human freedom is
indeed possible even under the most
wretched conditions. It is notable that
Frankl died of natural causes at the age of
92, while a number of lesser known
Holocaust writers have taken their own
lives.

 Frankl’s observations of the
concentration camp system are an
interesting take on human nature. For
example, those prisoners whose job it was
to run the crematoriums and gas chambers
were granted one special privilege normally
reserved only for the highest levels of the
Gestapo: they were allowed as much
alcohol as they wanted.

While it is widely believed that the camp
experiences had a uniformly degrading
effect upon all prisoners, Frankl writes that
it wasn’t that way at all. Some of the
prisoners ingratiated themselves into
favorable positions as cooks, storekeepers,
capos, and camp security. The capos in
particular were selected by the Gestapo for
their brutish nature and low level of
consciousness.

These favored elite prisoners “did not feel
degraded at all- like the majority of

prisoners, but on the contrary- promoted.
Some even developed miniature delusions
of grandeur.” Having
advanced in status,
something they had not
previously been able to
do, many of these men
actually felt fulfilled
and self-important for
the first time. They were
often harder on their
fellow prisoners than
even the Gestapo, a
phenomenon which was
a source of bitterness
and cynical humor to
the other prisoners.

The camps were rife
with betrayals, theft,
subterfuge and ruthless
competition, but saintly
and heroic people were present as well.
Frankl tells of a noble class of men who
gave away their last meager rations of bread
to the sick or took dangerous risks for the
sake of others. Of survival he writes, “We
who have come back, we know- the best of
us did not return.”

Man’s Search for Meaning has been
called the first and the best self-help book.
While most current approaches to mental
health delve into the psychology of the

unconscious, Frankl’s is a no-nonsense
approach to growing up and viewing the

world as an emotionally
and spiritually mature
being. Frankl would say
that we cannot escape
suffering. We will all
suffer the loss of loved
ones, feel the world’s
cruelty and prejudices, be
sick or lonesome, we must
all in time grow old and
feeble, and we must all
die. But the greatest
tragedy is to lose one’s
sense of meaning in life.

Lest we lose faith in our
fellow man, Frankl wrote,
“Man is that being who
invented the gas chambers
of Auschwitz, however,

he is also that being who entered them
upright with the Lord’s Prayer or the
Schema Israel on his lips.”

Frankl was an outspoken and opinionated
man. He hated mass media spectacles;
especially the public’s insatiable demand
for scandals, titillation and celebrity gossip.
He deplored the movement of mass culture
toward vicarious living, a phenomenon he
would see as evidence of a growing spiritual

void, not only in America, but increasingly
in Europe.

Eulogizing Frankl in the Wall Street
Journal, Matthew Scully wrote, “Frankl
was perhaps the most acute analyst of
secular culture, that modern way of
swearing devotion to faraway people,
causes, and ideals while letting one’s own
life unravel.”

Frankl was popular on the lecture circuit
in the 1950’s and 60’s. He visited the United
States for the last time in 1990 where -to
his dismay- no major network was
interested in interviewing him, an indicator
of the skewed, dumbed-down priorities of
network television. Nevertheless, Man’s
Search for Meaning has sold five million
copies, been translated into 32 languages,
and continuously in print since 1946, so
people are indeed still interested.

Matthew Scully wrote, “It’s a safe bet we
won’t be seeing Viktor Frankl on the cover
of Time or People. But his passing reminds
us why we should prize wisdom at least as
much as beauty:

We need it more and it lasts a lot longer.”

Mark Palermo is a professor at
Northern Essex Community College in
Haverhill. You can email him at
markpalermo@lycos.com.

August 9th, 7pm
at the Tap Restaurant
Downtown Haverhill

* Reception for Mayor
Fiorentini

& Lt. Governor Murray
5:30pm, sug. donation $200

* 7pm Kickoff,
Sug. donation $50

CAMPAIGN KICKOFF!

Meet Lt. Governor
Tim Murray

Headquarters: Open!, 166 Kenoza Avenue, Haverhill
Telephone 978 373-2008.  Volunteer-- Contact Alex at alexander.stanton@gmail.com

Contribute on-line securely with Pay Pal! Or, mail contributions to

Citizens for Fiorentini - 36 Macon Avenue - Haverhill, MA 01830

Rurak Family Picnic”
Come One, Come All, to the

on Kenoza Avenue in Haverhill, MA.

Saturday, August 4, 2007 (1-4pm)

We Clean:
Houses, Offices,
Condominiums,

Specialized
CleaningWe are Very Thorough

We Furnish All Supplies

Professional
References
Available

10% off your first cleaning  with this coupon

Professional Cleaning
Your Custom Maid Service for the New Millennium

ROSE

call
(978) 372-687
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Paying Attention!
(prestando attencione!)

with Tom Duggan

Newburyport Police Officers Finally Honored
In 1991 the National Law Enforcement Officers

Memorial was unveiled in Washington D.C.. The memorial
was built entirely with private donations after congress
donated the land to the National Law Enforcement
Memorial Fund.

Today, on Judiciary Square, right
above the Metro’s red line, stands two,
massive semi-circular walls engraved
with the names of every law
enforcement officers killed in the line
of duty as far back as before our nation
was officially established.

Each year in May, thousands of police officers, family
members of fallen officers, and dignitaries from around
the country gather at the memorial for a candle light vigil,
where the names of officers killed the previous year are
honored, having been etched into the walls of the memorial

Tickets are on sale and going fast!
 Oct 20 almost sold out!

NEWBURYPORT - The Firehouse Center for the Arts
is pleased to welcome back singer/songwriter Livingston
Taylor to the Firehouse stage for two evenings, October
19 & 20.

Taylor’s career as a professional musician has rattled
along for over thirty years. He has toured perpetually with
such major artists as Linda Ronstadt, Jimmy Buffett,
Fleetwood Mac and Jethro Tull. He has recorded thirteen
albums, he currently maintains a performing schedule of
more than a hundred shows a year, has written two
children’s books, is a full professor at Berklee College of
Music in Boston, is a certified pilot and is currently Artist-
in-Residence at Harvard University. He likes to keep busy!

Taylor does come from one of the most famous
American musical families. His siblings include brothers
James and Hugh, sister Kate, and their brother, the late
Alex Taylor. They have produced some of country rock
and pop’s most memorable songs. Livingston is still very
close to Carly Simon, his former sister-in-law, and his niece
and nephew Sally & Ben Taylor, both touring musicians
with recordings of their own. Liv’s latest CD, “There You
Are Again” was released last April with guests Carly
Simon, Andre Crouch and David Sanborn.

Describing himself as a pop singer, Liv also includes
his guitar, and piano in his performances. The piano has
supplanted the five-string banjo as the difficulties of air
travel have forced him to leave it at home. He says it is a
nice idea to be able to sit down to play as one grows older!

Taylor is not only a consummate musician and musical
storyteller, but he is a humorist in the tradition of Will
Rogers as well. Taking the events of the day, or life’s many
milestones and intertwining them with funny interludes
of social commentary between musical numbers.

Each of Livingston’s shows has a life of its own. The
audience interaction usually dictates the banter, and even
the songs on occasion.

Join us in welcoming Liv Taylor back to the Firehouse
stage on Friday, October 19 and Saturday, October 20.
Both shows at 8PM, and tickets are $29 & $32. Call the
Firehouse Box Office today for tickets, they are going like
hotcakes! 978/462-7336 or visit online at
www.firehouse.org

The Firehouse Center for the Arts is a arts and cultural
member based organization located on the waterfront in
Newburyport, with a 195 seat theater, which offers diverse
programming including film, dance, theatre and concerts,
children’s series, new works festival and has a gallery
which exhibits works by local and international artists.

Two Shows – October 19 & 20 8PM

Livingston Taylor Returns to
the Firehouse in Newburyport

only weeks before, and a candle light vigil is held in their
memory.

This past May three names from Newburyport were
added to the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial

in Washington DC. thanks to the diligent work of city
Marshal (equivalent to a police chief) Thomas Howard.

Howard began to wonder if any Newburyport police
officers had lost their lives in the line of duty while he was
attending a memorial service in Boston two years ago for
police officers who had been killed in the line of duty here
in Massachusetts.

“I was at the memorial in Boston,” Howard told The
Valley Patriot, “and while I was standing there I began to
wonder if there just might be Newburyport police officers
who were killed in the line of duty years ago that nobody
knows about.”

Until the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial
Fund (NLEOMF) was established in 1984, there had never
been a national record of police officers killed in the line
of duty, and Marshal Howard knew that every year the
sacrifices of police officers who gave their lives long ago
while protecting the public are discovered all over the
country and added to the memorial walls.

“Each year, we honor the police officers who lost their
lives in the line of duty from the previous year,” said Craig
Floyd, executive director of the NLEOMF. “But we also
discover, through the hard work and research of police

departments all over the nation, that there are police officers
who were killed in the line of duty long ago, who have
unfortunately been forgotten are also added to the walls of
the memorial.”

When Marshal Howard returned from the
Boston he asked detective inspector Brian
Brunault to do some research at the local
library and anywhere else he could to see if
Newburyport had fallen officers who had
not yet been honored.

“It wasn’t easy,” Howard said. “we had
to track down old town records, search

microfilm of old newspapers at the library, and go through
police department records.  It was a lot of work but I really
believe that someone who gave their life for this community

should be remembered. If there was even one police officer
who lost his life while serving the town of Newburyport, I
wanted to make sure they were.”

Much to his amazement, Marshal Howard, a 30 year
veteran of the force, and detective inspector Brian Brunault
discovered three police officers who were killed in the line
of duty. Howard coiled as much information on the officers
and turned them over to the offices of the NLEOMF.

Three Officers Honored

According to the National Law Enforcement Officers
Memorial Fund and the Newburyport Police department
webpage

Captain Pat Creeden was killed in
the line of duty on December 26,
1905. According to the information
unearthed by the Newburyport police,
Creeden received information that
two guys who had been involved in
an arrest were leaving town on a pull-
train. An officer went to the train
depot and saw the suspects. As the
train pulled away, one of the suspects

got off while Captain Creeden was getting on the other
side. That’s when Creeden stumbled off the train and fell
off a bridge onto roadway underneath.

Captain Charles Wells was a 38 year veteran of the force
and was 64 years old when he died.
Ironically, Wells was promoted to
captain as the result of the death of
Captain Creeden and served 15 years
before he, too, was died in the line of
duty. Wells died on January 15, 1920.

“At approximately 4:10 am, Captain
Charles W. Wells, along with other
Newburyport Police Officers, procured
a sleigh to respond to a house fire.
Upon arrival the Captain hurried to facilitate the work of
the fireman and to save property. Captain Wells collapsed
and was taken to a nearby home where a Physician was
summoned. The Captain died of an apparent heart attack
before the doctor arrived.

Newburyport police officer John Page, Jr. was killed in
the line of duty on July 2, 1927 at 2:15 in the afternoon.

“Officer Page was riding a Police Motorcycle on State
St. near Stone’s Garage when he collided with an Essex
Touring car. Officer Page was transported to Anna Jaques
Hospital for treatment of his injuries. While he was waiting
for a blood transfusion the Officer developed a sudden
hemorrhage and died.”

Newburyport Police Officers Creeden, Wells
and Page have been finally honored at the
National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial
in Washington D.C. for making the ultimate
sacrifice of losing thier lives in the line of duty.

Tom Duggan is the president of Valley Patriot, Inc., a
former Lawrence School Committeeman, and hosts the
Paying Attention! Radio Program on WCAP, 980AM, every
Saturday afternoon from noon-2pm. You can email your
comments to Tdugjr@aol.com .

Capt.
Charles Wells

An etching of Charles Wells’ name on the National
Police Memorial in Washington D.C.

Photo courtesy Newburyport Police Department
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Lawrence
Superintendent Wilfredo T. Laboy

presents

Lawrence Public Schools
Summer Meals Program

FREE meals for kids all summer

Dates of Operation - June 19th through August 31st
1. Guilmette School 80 Bodwell St. B 7:30-8:30 L  11:30 - 1:30
2. Oliver School  183 Haverhill St. B 7:30-8:30 L  11:30 - 1:30
3. Parthum School 255 E. Haverhill St.       B 7:30-8:30 L  11:30 - 1:30
4. S. Lawrence East. 165 Crawford St. B 7:30-8:30 L  11:30 - 1:30

5. Arlington School 150 Arlington St. B 7:30-8:30 L  11:30 - 1:30
6. Beacon Courts 71 Duckett Ave L 12:00-1:00
7. Community Boating 7 Eaton Pl. L 11:30 -  1:30
8. Giesler Pool High St. L 11:30 - 12:30
9. Higgins Pool Crawford St. L 11:30 -  12:30
10. Leahy School 100 Erving Ave B 7:30 - 8:30 L 11:30 - 1:30
11. Merrimack Courts 56 Melvin St. L 12:00 - 1:00
12. Stadium Courts 179 Osgood St. L 12:00 - 1:00
13. Wetherbee School 75 Newton St. B 7:30 - 8:30 L 11:30 - 1:30

Dates of Operation - July 9th through August 3rd
14 . LFD Charter School 34 West St. B 7:30 - 8:00 L11:00 - 12:00

Dates of Operation - June 25th through August 31st

Cooperating Agencies: DOE, USDA, and Project Bread

Lawrence Public Schools - Summer Meals Program prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, sex, color, national origin, age or disability

For More Information :
978 - 975 - 2762

For More Information :
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TOM DUGGAN'S NOTEBOOKFootnotes from
Around the Valley

Another Hack Returns

Here’s a stunner! One of the most
dishonest political hacks in Lawrence’s
recent history, former city councilor Pam
Neilon, was selected to fill a vacancy on
the Greater Lawrence Vocational School
Board. A joint session of the Lawrence
School Committee and Lawrence City
Council met last month to choose between
Neilon and a much more qualified but
much less political Ellen Gilbert. Guess
who got the nod from our local politicians?
That’s right, Pam Neilon. The same Pam
Neilon who has immediate family
members working at the Tech School. So
much for stamping out nepotism at the
vocational school, huh? Of course,
Neilon has to win the seat outright
this coming November but, thanks
to the insider mentality of the city
council and school committee, she
will now be running as an incumbent
and is automatically considered the
front runner. Rest assured that the
Valley Patriot will be very vigilant
in reporting on this race. Pam
Neilon is a disgrace to female candidates
and elected officials everywhere and her
dirty politics and political manipulations
will be highlighted in upcoming editions.
Shame on the councilors and committee
members who disregarded the best interest
of the children at the vocational school to
pad the resume of a political hack.

Rahme Loans Herself $100,000

Don’t look now, but Methuen city
councilor and candidate for mayor,
Kathleen Corey Rahme, just leveled the
playing field with her announcement that

she’s going to personally lend
$100,000 to her campaign finance
account.  Mayor Billy Manzi’s
supporters may not think that
Rahme has a chance to unseat
the current mayor, but
$100,000 goes a long way.
With the Eagle~Tribune
obsessed with taking down
Methuen Police Chief Joe
Solomon and willing to go

after anyone who defends him, Manzi
may be in for a real fight.
Conventional wisdom still has
Manzi winning (60/40), but
remember, this is politics and

anything can happen.

Let’s Keep it Clean

I thought I had made it
clear three and a half years
ago when we started the
Valley Patriot that the Eagle
Tribune’s practice of
exploiting the personal lives
of candidates and public

officials would not be tolerated. But now
Mark Vogler has (again) crossed the line
by writing about an elected official and his
personal (prior) relationship with a
candidate for office. Apparently, the Trib
is starting to revert back to old form so, let
me remind my colleagues at the Tribune
(especially Mark Vogler) that, your private
lives are no more off limits than the people
you cover. As such, if you cross the line
again by writing about people’s personal
lives when it has nothing to do with their
abilities to do the job they are running for

(or doing), I will unleash a series of
stories about the backgrounds and
personal lives of certain people at
the Eagle Tribune, including arrest

records, divorce records and a very
unpleasant story about Canada. You

are no longer the only game in town,
guys. If you are going to exploit the
personal details of candidate’s private
lives then it is only right that you be
held to the same standard. I say, it’s

election time again so let’s keep it clean and
focus on the issues at hand ... otherwise the
issue at hand may be you.

Lawrence Cops Bike
from NY to Boston

On September 11, 2007 members of
the Lawrence Police Department
will be embarking on a 300 mile
bicycle ride from Yankee Stadium
to Fenway Park to raise money for
the Massachusetts Law
Enforcement Memorial Fund and
the New York Police
Department Widows and
Orphans Fund. Lieutenants
James Raso and Dan Flemming will join
Sergeants Jay Cerillo, Michael Simard and
Mark Ciccarelli on the 300 mile journey
which is expected to end on September
14th. A donation of $100 or more will place
your name on the back of a special edition
“9/11 ride” long sleeve T-Shirt. All sponsors
will receive a t-shirt before they are
available to the public. The t-shirts will be
available at the Lawrence police station for
$20 with proceeds going to both funds. If
you would like to be a sponsor or donate
any amount please send all donations to
Lawrence Police Department, 90 Lowell St.

Lawrence, MA 01841 (attention Lt. James
Raso).

Congratulations Marcos

Governor Deval Patrick has appointed
former Lawrence mayor Marcos Devers as
the new Regional Director of The
Massachusetts Department of Industrial
Accidents in Lawrence. Devers won the
Lawrence primary election for mayor in
2005 and was the city council president for
two years prior. It’s great to see someone
finally stepping up to the plate and showing
a little appreciation to Devers for all the
hard work he has done here in the
community. As someone who is intimately
familiar with the inner workings of the

Industrial Accidents Board I know that
Devers will do a exceptional job and
help them increase the efficiency of
that office. Now just think, if he had
won the mayor’s job two years ago it
would be Devers putting up with the

shenanigans of the Lawrence city
council and walking around with a
huge target on his back instead of
working in a professional
environment and being appreciated

for his work. He will still get to witness the
incompetence of the city of Lawrence in
his new job, however, with Andrea
Traficante’s appeal and city of Lawrence
workers’ comp cases coming through his
office. Way to go Marcos!

Tsongas’ Little “Slip”

Fifth District Congressional candidate
Niki Tsongas was recently caught on the
campaign trail telling voters that she
“represented the district” for 15 years. Of
course, Tsongas is the widow of former
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Cartoon by David Sullivan of Dracut: Sull93@hotmail.com

200 Sutton Street, N.  Andover, MA, 01845
(978) 689-9994 fax: (978) 685-8593

www.suttonmanagement.com

Dedicated to setting the
standard of excellence in
community association
management by providing
each client with superior
performance and dedicated
personalized service.

Serving MA & NH
for over 25 Years!

Methuen City Council
At-Large

I would appreciate your vote on election day

Steve Zanni

Paid for the committee to Elect Steve Zanni

Jim Stokes
District “F”

Knights of Columbus -  Picnic Area

NickNickNickNickNick
KolofolesKolofolesKolofolesKolofolesKolofoles

Lawrence City Council - District “D”Lawrence City Council - District “D”Lawrence City Council - District “D”Lawrence City Council - District “D”Lawrence City Council - District “D”

ReElect

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Nick Kolofoles

He’s Not all Talk ...
He’s ACTION!

Safe & Clean Parks, New
Streets Sidewalks, Lights &

Signs, Promotes Public Safety in
the Neighborhood, Advocate for

Elderly Concerns

August 25th (6-9pm)

Candidate for School Committee

Fund Raiser for

Due to the conditions of the Prospect Hill Community Center
Located on the Corner of Prospect and East Haverhill The
City Clerk Department and the Election Division has changed
the District A-1 and A-2  polling locations to the Edward F.
Parthum School, 255 East Haverhill St.

Important Notice to Voters of new
Polling Locations  in Lawrence

If you have any question regarding this matter, please do not
hesitate to contact The Election Division  at 978-620-3290,
or 978-794-5807-08 and 978-794-1336.

Sept. 4, 2007, - Special primary election for Congress
Sept. 25, 2007- Lawrence Preliminary Election
Oct. 16, 2007, -Special Election for Congress

Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2007 - City of Lawrence Election

congressman Paul Tsongas and one could argue that they
worked together both on the campaign trail and in
Washington. But in politics, the details of your rhetoric
really do matter, especially when you have opponents with
friends in the media. This begs the question; when you are
voting for someone to represent you in elected office, are
you also electing their spouse as well? After all, Hillary
Clinton thinks she was actually the president for eight years
and there are plenty of people who think her influence on
the president’s policies were overwhelming. Nevertheless,
Tsongas is a pro and a slip up like this is not typical of her
campaign style. It makes you wonder if it was part of the
strategy and, knowing how other politicians steal campaign
catch phrases if Hillary will be on the stump next year
claiming she was once the president.

The war between Warren Shaw
and DJ Deeb in Dracut

You might be surprised to see Dracut School
Committeeman D.J. Deeb’s column in this edition of The
Valley Patriot after I stated on the radio that his columns
would no longer be welcome. It seems the war between he
and my good friend Warren Shaw from WCAP has gotten
hot and heavy as of late and it was my original intent to
just stay as far away from it as possible. But when Deeb
called to remind me that banning him from participating
in The Valley Patriot because he poached the website name
www.warrenshaw.com (to further his feud with Mr. Shaw),
would be a violation of our “Our Voice is Your Voice”
policy I had to concede his point. While we are certainly
not taking sides in the Shaw v. Deeb political war in Dracut,
it is our mission to give a voice to all those in the
community who want to be heard. If Mr. Shaw would like
to submit his thoughts and opinions on Deeb’s opinions in
The Valley Patriot he is more than welcome to do so, in
fact, we would be happy to do a regular “Point-Counter
Point” in every edition until the feud is over. One thing for
sure, had I not been called on the carpet by Mr. Deeb we
would be headed down the same path as the Eagle~Tribune
and we would never want to follow in their footsteps.

I Don’t do Endorsements ….
But Omaira Mejia is a pretty good

candidate

As a rule I do not endorse political
candidate in the pages of the Valley
Patriot. But I will say this, Lawrence
School Committeeman Omaira Mejia is

the mother of two children attending
the Lawrence schools. She has lived in
Lawrence for 23 years, went to college
and earned two degrees in criminal

justice, law enforcement and probation, and parole officer.
She currently works for the United States Postal Service
as a mail carrier and Mayor Michael Sullivan says she is
“the most professional and clearly the most qualified
member of the Lawrence School Committee” he has ever
worked with. Given that she is facing the brother of Israel
Reyes in this upcoming election I just thought I would
pass that along.

O’Rorke Is in to Win it!

Rumors have been swirling around the city of Haverhill
that mayoral candidate Sally Cerasuolo-O’Rorke is
dropping out of the mayors race after her blunder of
wanting to rename a bridge that honors a World War II

Continued on Page 38
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* Entertainment Centers
   * Bedroom Sets
     * Living Room Sets
       * Grandfather Clocks
          * Recliners  * Lamps
             * Curios  * Sofas

      i f e s t y l e sLLLLL
FURNITURE

Complete Selection of Home
Furnishings & Accessories

* Not to be combined with any other offer

Hours: Mon - Sat, 10am - 6pm
Sunday, Noon - 5pm

33 S. Broadway, Lawrence (978) 681-1840

FREE LOCFREE LOCFREE LOCFREE LOCFREE LOCAL DELIVERAL DELIVERAL DELIVERAL DELIVERAL DELIVERYYYYY
* La* La* La* La* Layyyyyaaaaawwwwwaaaaay up to 1 y up to 1 y up to 1 y up to 1 y up to 1 YrYrYrYrYr.....

* 10% OFF w
ith

this Ad!

Lawrence

Anna Fair Appearance Schedule

Lawrence Planning Director
Michael R. Sweeney

Planning for
Your Future

Bider Music
Open: Mon-Sat, 10am - 6pm

Sunday, 12-5pm

33 S. Broadway, Lawrence (978) 681-1840

* Lessons
     *Repairs
        * Rentals

Guitars, Banjos, Amplifiers,
 PA Systems, Mandolins,
Drum Sets, Full Line of

Percussion

for a complete selection of musical
equipment and accessories

Discount Prices SINCE 1978!

* Lifelong Resident of Lawrence

* Graduate of Lawrence Schools & University of Connecticut

* A professional Career that spans 33 years at the Lawrence Technical School

*No Family Ties, no conflicts of interest, able to vote on all issues before the board

* Including ten years as a visiting therapist at Home Health Foundation in Lawrence

* Founder and Active Board member of the North East Independent Living Program

Gilbert
Gr. Lawrence Technical School Board

* Elect *

Ellen Wolfendale

paid for by Ellen Gilbert

* Elect *

50 Chickering St. Lawrence, MA - 01843 - email: eellengilbert@aol.com

“Always Reachable

MARIE will continue to be the positive voice we need on the City Council.
MARIE will continue  to work hard on the issues that we want to address.
MARIE will continue to respond to your needs.
MARIE will always be up to the challenge of making an important vote
for the best interest of the citizens of District F and the City of Lawrence.
MARIE will continue to get RESULTS!

MARIE GOSSELIN

I NEED YOUR VOTE ON ELECTION DAY!

And Certainly
Visible

Marie GosselinMarie GosselinMarie GosselinMarie GosselinMarie Gosselin
Signed: Marie Gosselin - 4 East Gilbert Street, Lawrence, MA 01843

District “F” City Council

The new Essex Street is beginning to
emerge. Just a few months ago Mayor
Michael J. Sullivan announced that his
administration would continue to move
the city forward by turning Essex Street
back into a two-way street. The small
businesses throughout the downtown
area hailed this decision and Mayor
Sullivan’s leadership on this issue.

The best example of the new
potential for downtown Lawrence is
located right at the beginning of Essex
Street where Jose A. and Lily Tejeda
opened a new restaurant, Marabu.
Located at 22 Union Street, Mr. and Mrs.
Tejeda had the grand opening for
Marabu on July 10th. The restaurant was
packed inside and outside as Mr. and
Mrs. Tejeda have also created a patio
area that provides an oasis to the urban
landscape. The energy inside was
tangible as Jose and Lily have opened
an elegant establishment that is sure
to please both business professionals
and artists.

Serving both lunch and dinner, the
creative side of the Tejedas did not stop
at the newly created interior as their
menu is full of culinary delights that will
entice any palate. From the Marabu
Salad containing baby greens, toasted
pumpkin seeds, green apple, aged
gouda with a sherry vinaigrette to the
Grilled North Atlantic Salmon with sweet

potato, artichokes, grape tomato,
smoked jalapeno and tomato relish, and
green corn salad, the new Marabu is
the most elegant restaurant to open in
Lawrence in the past twenty years.

Jose and Lily have worked hard to
bring this business vision to fruition in
the city of Lawrence. What is truly
exciting is the faith that they have
placed in Lawrence by opening their
business here and creating a restaurant
with high design standards and a menu
that can stand up to any servings
offered in Boston or Cambridge.

Residents in the newly opened
Washington Mills complex and in Bob
Ansin’s Monarch on the Merrimack will
be thrilled that, within walking distance
to their apartments, Marabu will be
ready to serve refreshing beverages,
provide space for an after work drink
on the patio or at the bar and of the
course, culinary delights.

Jose and Lily Tejeda have placed their
faith in the City of Lawrence. We should
all reward their hard work by going to
Marabu and seeing first hand that the
future of Lawrence is here right now.

Michael Sweeney is the planning director
for the city of Lawrence, a former
member of the Lawrence City Council
and School Committee.  You can e-mail
Mr. Sweeney at Esqsweeney@aol.com.

Jose A. and Lily
Tejeda have placed
their faith in the
City of Lawrence.
We should all re-
ward their hard
work by going to
Marabu and seeing
first hand that the
future of Lawrence
is here right now.
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Grisel SilvaGrisel SilvaVOTE

paid for by the Silva Committee 9 Myrtle Court - (978) 689-9922

"W"W"W"W"Worororororking harking harking harking harking hard fd fd fd fd for the commor the commor the commor the commor the community!"unity!"unity!"unity!"unity!"

I wish to thank all the voters of District "B" for supI wish to thank all the voters of District "B" for supI wish to thank all the voters of District "B" for supI wish to thank all the voters of District "B" for supI wish to thank all the voters of District "B" for supporting meporting meporting meporting meporting me
during the last two yearsduring the last two yearsduring the last two yearsduring the last two yearsduring the last two years. I need your vote to continue our progress. I need your vote to continue our progress. I need your vote to continue our progress. I need your vote to continue our progress. I need your vote to continue our progress.....

District "B"
Lawrence City Council

James Desrosiers does not like to talk about his troubled
childhood growing up in Fitchburg, Massachusetts, but
mentions that he had lacked any goals and had no real
direction in school.  At 17 years old, Desrosiers joined the
military and was ordered to run two miles. “Two miles?”
he thought to himself, “I can’t even run one mile.”  But
much to his surprise and delight, he ran one mile and then
ran the second. It was then that Desrosiers had his “Aha!”
moment.

It is that “Aha!” moment that Desrosiers shares with
children in the classroom, at the YMCA and elsewhere
across the Commonwealth.  He shows them they too can
have that “Aha!” moment where they realize that they can
do something they thought was unachievable.

Seven years ago, Desrosiers wrote the book Young
People’s Guide to Goal Setting. and has been speaking and
teaching youngsters about time management, self-
motivation, and achieving goals through his Goal
Management Curriculum. The curriculum uses his
book as part of a six-week course. So far, he has
distributed over 18,000 copies.

Desrosiers has paired up with Bob Ansin of
Monarch on the Merrimack, to bring the program
to Lawrence and now he is in Lawrence piloting
his Goal Setting program through the “Goal Setting
Institute for Youth.”  The Institute is presently on
Island Avenue and he recently received 501(c)3,
non-profit status.  Desrosiers has been working with
Notre Dame Academy, Espiranza Academy, the YMCA,
the Boys and Girls Club, South Lawrence East School,
Community Day Care and the Department of Youth
Services, to help kids set and achieve their goals.

The Department of Education is also involved,
tracking the progress of the students who have gone
through the six-week program. There is also a bill
pending at the State House to include the Goal
Setting Guide and program as part of the health
curriculum in all middle schools across the
Commonwealth.  The program will be a six-week
course taught once a week in sixth, seventh and
eighth grades.  Senator Robert Antonioni, Chair of
the Joint Education Committee, sponsored the bill.

After reviewing Desrosiers’ material, Antonioni
stated, “I strongly agree that the skills you offer
through this program are important and that our
students will benefit greatly from learning how to
set and achieve their goals and dreams.  I see great
potential for a curriculum like the Young People’s
Guide to Goal Setting in our schools.”

Desrosiers expects to present his work before the
Joint Education Committee this fall, along with
fellow Board members Bob Ansin and Channel 5
anchorwoman, Susan Wornick.  Desrosiers is very
optimistic that his program will become a mandatory part
of the middle school curriculum.

The Goal Setting Institute for Youth was created by
James Desrosiers and Bob Ansin to “teach young people
how to succeed and realize more of their potential.” The
mission of the Institute is “to provide critical success skills
including goal setting, time management, and self-
motivation to people as part of their early foundational
development as human beings.”  According to the website,

Goal Setting Institute Opens in Lawrence

One place in which Ansin witnessed firsthand the success
of the program was at the YMCA.  Desrosiers approached
YMCA director David Perez, who agreed to allow the
curriculum to be taught to the Lawrence High School JV
and Varsity Basketball team.  There were 34 boys in total
who worked with Desrosiers, each setting their own
individual goals.  “The program began before mid-terms
and the boys that set goals for passing their mid-terms, all
got A’s and B’s.” says Perez.   Other teammates set goals
for playing better basketball. “Before the Goal Setting
Program began, the team had lost three games in a row,
after Desrosiers completed the six week program, the boys
made it all the way to the championship.” say Perez.

“The boys set goals related to grades, for better
relationships, family goals or goals that were sports-
oriented.  But each boy set a goal and each met his goal.”
When asked how the boys were doing now, Perez happily

reported that the three seniors all graduated and are
now enrolled in college. Perez said that the Goal
Setting Program was so successful that the YMCA
has recently applied for a grant to include the
Program be taught to 200 of the YMCA kids.

Desrosiers has also worked with Commissioner
Jane Tewksbury of the Department of  Youth
Services.  Desrosiers taught 13 incarcerated kids the
six-week program.  “The first week was mandatory
that each of the 13 kids attend, but the rest of the
weeks were voluntary,” recalls Desrosiers.  “After
the first week, though, all the 13 kids returned and
completed the six-week program.  DYS saw
immediate results.  Kids were off drugs, out of gangs
and several enrolled back in school, while others
got jobs.”  DYS plans to continue working with
Desrosiers and he expect to teach 2,500 incarcerated
kids.

Desrosiers sees his Institute as teaching living
skills. He wants private businesses to get involved

and sees banks teaching students how to balance
checkbooks to teaching about the stock market. “Kids live
to the standard, rather than to their potential.  We need to
surround kids with excellence and goal achievement.
Surrounding kids with a support and belief system, they
will develop new permanent habits and a new belief
system,” concluded Desrosiers.

To learn more about the Goal Setting Institute for Youth
or to contact James Desrosiers, go to www.growthco.com
or call (978) 272-1011.

Paula Porten

“The program empowers
young people to stay on
path. It gives students a
purpose to stay in school and
makes them want to
succeed.”

Robert Ansin
“The overall concept is to provide future generations with
the curriculum, tools and concepts necessary to promote

the success and advancement of young people in
today’s society.”

Ansin invested in the program saying that he
witnessed first hand its success. He says, “The

program empowers young people to stay on path.
It gives students a purpose to stay in school and

makes them want to succeed.”  He has seen students
make goal setting a habit and, along with immediate

results, that is a “really good return on my investment.”
Ansin says that the program is saving kids and kids want
to succeed.

The curriculum can be taught by a teacher or on the
internet. Desrosiers’ goal is “for every middle school
student or age equivalent to get an ID and password and
go on the web and start setting goal.”

He wants every child to have the skills of the Goal Setting
Institute and says that he is not waiting for the bill to be
ratified. “I will continue to implement and teach the
program on a voluntary basis while working at the State
House to help make the program become a part of the
school curriculum.” he says.

“All kids need to be taught how to achieve goals and
how to succeed,” says Desrosiers.  “They need to stop being
told that they are stupid, but that they can succeed. My
Goal Setting Institute provides the tools to teach children
how to set goals and how to attain those goals.”

James P. Desrosiers motivates students from
Southeast School in Leominster, MA.

Photo courtesy of Rick Cinclair, Worcester Telegram
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My name is Dave Abdoo.  I am a candidate for the District E
City Council seat. I believe I have the qualifications and, more
importantly, the desire to help serve the citizens in this District.
I have several ideas that I would like to bring before the Council.
I promise that if I am elected, I will serve you faithfully, always
keeping the best interests of my constituents as my first priority.
If you have any thoughts or questions for me, please feel free to
call me at 978-989-0864, or email me at dave_abdoo@yahoo.com

Dave Abdoo
Candidate for District “E”

Lawrence City Council

· Lifelong resident of the City of Lawrence, homeowner since 1998
· Attended Frost Elementary School, Graduate of St. Patrick Grammar School
· Graduate of Central Catholic High School, 1985
· Graduate of Salem State College, BA in Political Science
· Suffolk University, Masters of Public Administration candidate
· Military Service, Massachusetts Army National Guard, Captain, 1990-2007
· Lawrence Planning Board, 2000-present, Chairman 2003-present
· Lawrence Representative to the Merrimack Valley Planning Commission, 2000-present
· Board of Trustees, Salem State College, 2005-present; elected Chairman, 2007
· Member of the Mount Vernon Neighborhood Association, 1999-present
· US Dept. of Health & Human Services, Governmental & Public Affairs Director, 2002-present
· Massachusetts Executive Office of Transportation, Chief Policy Analyst, 1999-2002
· Legislative Aide, Massachusetts State Senate, 1997-1999
· United Parcel Service, Teamsters Local 25
· Parishioner, Lector and Finance Council member, St. Patrick Church
· Married to Stephanie, children: Elizabeth & Michael
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Lawrence’s Home Town Credit Union

Lawrence
Mandated Extended School Days

Peter Larocque, Lawrence School Committee

Lawrence’s Home Town Credit Union
Serving the City of Lawrence Employees Since 1950

14 Amesbury Street
Lawrence, MA 01840

Contact us at 978-687-1919
www.lffcu.org

of the

84th Annual
Feast

Three Saints

Labor Day Weekend 

August 31, September 1 & 2
Lawrence, MA  - Common & Union Streets

F id A 31 t S d S b 1 t S d S b 2 d

Peter Larocque is a member of the
Lawrence School Committee, 255 Essex
St. Lawrence, MA 01842. He was elected
by the Lawrence City Council to fill the
unexpired term of Amy McGovern. You
can email him at
plarocque@lawrence.k12.ma.us

As we begin to see more and
more school districts across the
state institute an extended
school day program for their
schools, I am not one to just go
along. In my humble opinion, it
should not be mandated
district-wide for everyone.
It should be made available
just for those students who
need the extra time and
help. But the decision
ultimately belongs to
parents or guardians. To make it mandatory
for everyone is not a direction I want to see
us go in, in Lawrence.

As a school committee member, but more
importantly, a parent and family man, one
who sees the family institution being
constantly pulled apart, I just can’t add
another element to the tug of war going on
in our society. School age children, K-12,
do not need more time away from their
parents. Society already places too many
demands on families that pull them apart
and a mandated extended school day for
all just adds to the list.

Now, if parents or guardians decide that
it is in their child’s best interest to receive
extra academic time and help, that is their
decision and not mine or anyone else’s to
make.

The way I see it, the school district should
make available an extended school day or
an after school tutoring program which
Lawrence Public Schools does.

School age children need more time with
their families and this is where parents or

guardians need to step up and take
control of their children’s already
full schedules. We, as a society, are
really forcing our school age
children to grow up too fast.

Please do not misunderstand
what I am saying here! Yes,
education is important, but
knowledge without wisdom,
(the what to do with the
knowledge which children get
from their parents,

grandparents, or the significant adults
responsible for their life), is unprofitable.
The family just can’t afford another
program, system, or reason to be separated!

Although good intentions may be
involved here, the bigger picture must rule
the day. I have said it before and I’ll say it
again and again: Parents or Guardians must
take an active roll in the education of their
children. Research has proven that parental
involvement improves student learning just
like having accountability and standards do.

So parents or guardians must get
involved or someone else’s good intentions
will mandate extended school days for all,
which becomes just another way of saying,
more baby-sitting!

Saints Alfio, Filadelfo and Cirino Society             20 Common Street, Lawrence, MA 01840             978.681.0944
For more information visit our website at www. threesaintsinc.org

5pm - Next Food Network Star Tommy
Grella/Cooking Demo - Italian Tent
6pm - B-Street Bombers - Common St.
Stage - Busty Faro on Accordion/Italian Tent
7:30PM - Torchlight Parade/Fireworks/St.
Alfio Band
8pm - Encore: B-Street Bombers/Common
St. Stage
9pm - Concert by the Windham Community
Band - Bandstand Union St.

Sunday, September 2nd
10am - Solemn Mass in honor of the Three
Saints - Holy Rosary Church
2:15pm  - Steven Savio - Common St.
3pm - Procession of the Three Saints w/
St. Alfio Band & Italian-American Band
(to 8pm)
3:30pm  - Steven Savio Common St. Stage
4:15 - Ayla Brown - Common St. Stage
5:30pm - Busty Faro on Accordion - Italian
Tent
7pm  - Traditional “Moment of Glory” w/
outdoor benediction and playing of the
Cantata/fireworks
8pm - Saints return to Holy Rosary Church
8:15pm Concert by Rico Barry & the
Jumpin’ Jive Review
10pm $5,000 Grand Prize Raffle & Feast
Closing Ceremonies

Friday, August 31st
6pm - Opening Ceremony & parade
8pm - Concert w/performance by Steven
Savio & Billy Joe Royal on the Common

9pm- Concert featuring Grammy Award
Winner B.J. Thomas on the Common

Saturday, September 1st
Noon - Feast opens
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LAWRENCE CITY COUNCIL

Lawrence

Councilor Silva Cleared of Ethics Charges

Lyskowsky

District “A” Prospect Hill

ElectElectElectElectElect

Department continually questioned and investigated Silva’s
daughter, Tatiana Colon for gun possession.

Colon was charged with illegal possession of a firearm
after a magistrates hearing in Lawrence District Court. She
pleaded innocent of the charges and an arraignment was
held before Judge Brennan, who continued the case without
a finding and ordered Colon to serve six months of
unsupervised probation.

Based on press accounts and an anonymous complaint
to the Massachusetts State Ethics Commission an
investigation began into Silva’s role in covering up her
daughter’s gun possession.

Silva testified before the Commission in April where
she continually denied any involvement, saying that her
husband made the call to Inastroza and that she never
handled the gun nor did she ask Inastroza not to turn it in.

“Most parents, if they found out that their daughter
brought home a gun would have thrown it away and not
told anyone,” Silva told the Valley Patriot. “We didn’t do
that. My husband called a police officer to investigate
where the gun came from and to scare the fear of God into
our daughter. Ever since then, and because of politics, we
have been under a cloud of suspicion. I have never used
my position as a city councilor to get favors from anyone,
especially law enforcement,” Silva concluded.

Silva says that the news that she has been cleared by the
Ethics Commission vindicates what she has been saying
all along, “All I have heard since this incident began is
how I am some corrupt politician who abuses her office.
My political adversaries have been having a field day in
the press and on the radio giving out misinformation and
outright lies about what happened in this case. The fact is,
my daughter found a gun, we called a police officer, we
cooperated with the Lawrence police during the
investigation, and we never tried to cover up anything.”

“All I have heard since this incident began is how I
am some corrupt politician who abuses her office.
My political adversaries have been having a field
day in the press and on the radio giving out
misinformation and outright lies about what
happened in this case. The fact is, my daughter
found a gun, we called a police officer, we cooperated
with the Lawrence police during the investigation,
and we never tried to cover up anything.”

Lawrence City Councilor Grisel Silva

“My Family and I are very happy that this is over and
hopefully it marks the end of all the false allegations and
the disinformation campaign against my husband and me,
Silva said.

“It has really been an honor and a privilege to be a
Lawrence City councilor and it really hurt me that people
could think that I would do something to dishonor the
voters who put me here.”

Silva says that the ordeal was toughest on her family,
“my family has gone though an awful lot because they are
related to an elected official and they don’t deserve that.
The irresponsible accusations that have been made and the
one sided reporting by the Eagle~Tribune took a real toll
on them, but now we will be happy to move on and
concentrate on making the city of Lawrence a better place
to live.”

The Massachusetts State Ethics Commission began their
investigation on January 24th of this year. According to
records obtained by the Valley Patriot the commission
“conducted a preliminary inquiry pursuant to section 4 of
G.L. c. 268B into whether you violated the conflict of
interest law … [i]n particular, the inquiry focused on

allegations that you knowingly or with reason to know use
or attempt to use your city council position to have a police
officer fail to take timely and appropriate actions
concerning a gun possession incident involving your child,
an unwarranted privilege of substantial value not properly
available to similarly situated individuals.”

According to the Ethics Commission records, they met
in executive session on July 25th of this year and voted to
terminate the inquiry. “This ends the commission’s inquiry
and all records shall remain confidential,” the records state.

Silva is a candidate for reelection in the fall and says
that the timing of the Ethics Commission ruling may take
the wind out of the sails of her critics and her opponent.

“Up until now they thought they were going to be able
to continue a campaign of disinformation and campaign
against me in the fall saying that ‘Councilor Silva is corrupt
and under investigation by the Ethics Commission.’ Now
they won’t be able to do that. Now they will be forced to
campaign on the issues that affect the people of my district
and that benefits everyone. I am very proud of my record
on the council and whatever the voters decide I will respect
that, I am just glad they will now be making that decision
based on facts instead of lies and false allegations.”

From Page 1

* I will work to improve the delivery of basic city services to ALL of Prospect Hill.

* Together WE will work with the police and fire departments to improve public safety
through better neighborhood involvement and addressing quality of life issues.

* I will work with my neighbors in Prospect Hill to ensure a cleaner neighborhood and
enforcement of health and noise ordinances.

APRIL
Paid for by the committee to elect April Lyskowsky
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You've got to hand it to Barack Obama.

He used his presidential campaign speech
at a church to call for separation of church
and state and then divided himself from the
"religious right" by labeling the movement
"divisive."

Not every rhetorician could get away
with that kind of sleight of mouth.

First off, the very presence of Obama,
speaking before the United Church of
Christ's 50th anniversary national General
Synod is somewhat remarkable.

He's running for president. And this is
the congregation of Barry Lynn, the founder
of Americans United for Separation of
Church and State, who runs a personal jihad
against church involvement in politics.

But Obama explained why it's OK for
him to solicit votes and support in churches:
"Doing the Lord's work is a thread that runs
through our politics since the very
beginning. And it puts the lie to the notion
that separation of church and state in
America means somehow faith should have
no role in public life."

Without missing a beat, however, Obama
reassured the audience that he indeed
believed in separation of church and state,
a concept that appears nowhere in
America's founding documents.

"We can affirm our faith without
endangering the separation of church and
state, as long as we understand that when
we're in the public square, we have to speak
in universal terms that everyone can
understand," he said.

Then, apparently in the name of unity,
he attacked those in the church who actually
stand upon clear, unambiguous biblical
commandments and injunctions — labeling
them "divisive." He denounced those
"who've been all too eager to exploit what
divides us."

He would never do that , of course.

Obama supports abortion on demand.
The Bible doesn't. Obama supports
homosexual unions. The Bible doesn't.
Obama opposes prayer in government
schools. The Bible commands believers to
pray unceasingly. Obama opposes teaching
the overwhelming evidence the world was

created with an intelligent plan. The Bible
reveals that plan.

Thus, anyone who stands up for the Bible
in the political realm is "divisive,"
according to Obama — and, for that matter,
every other candidate for the Democratic
presidential nomination. Obama is just a
little more skilled in his ability to navigate
these choppy spiritual waters.

How does Obama do it? By going on
offense. Finding himself on the wrong side
of every biblical commandment pertaining
to marriage, life and death and sexual
abominations, he audaciously tells his
audience, "I don't know what Bible they're
reading."

That is what I call sleight of mouth.

Now, personally, I think the Bible speaks
to us on a wide variety of issues — from
economics to immigration. The Bible is the
primary lens through which I view the
world — and I hope that is true of most
Christians and Jews.

However, where there is room for
interpretation on issues like economics and
immigration, there really is no room for
error about homosexual conduct, which
both the New Testament and Old Testament
refer to as sin.

So, when Obama and his sin party tell
homosexuals to revel in their condemned
behavior, they are hardly being
compassionate. They are encouraging
people to continue practices that will send
them to hell.

It would be one thing for the sin party to
dismiss the scriptures, to say the Bible is
no longer relevant, to suggest it's all a fable.
But that's not what Obama does. He actually
has the audacity to ignore the unambiguous
world of God, pretending it does not say
what it clearly does say.

I would hate to be in Obama's shows
come Judgment Day. All I can say is, I hope
he's got fireproof soles.

To find out more about Joseph Farah, and
read features by other Creators Syndicate
writers and cartoonists, visit the Creators
Syndicate Web page at www.creators.com.

COPYRIGHT 2007 CREATORS
SYNDICATE, INC.

Condemning Divisiveness
 By Being Divisive

Joseph Farah

paid for by the Committee to elect Frank Bonet

* Vote*

A Strong Education Makes a
Difference Throughout Life.

for

School
Committee

 Frank
Bonet

* Mother of two in the
Lawrence Public Schools

* Resident of Lawrence
for 23 years

* Lawrence High School
Construction Committee

*School Uniform
Sub-Committee

Omaira
Mejia

Omaira
Mejia

School Committee
Paid for by Omaira Mejia

District “D” Tower Hill

Lawrence

“Omaira Mejia is one of the most professional, and clearly
the most qualified member of the Lawrence School Committee
I have ever served with.”

- Lawrence Mayor Michael Sullivan

Jorge
Gonzalez

Re-ElectRe-ElectRe-ElectRe-ElectRe-Elect

(District “C”)

Lawrence
City

Councilor

Paid for by Jorge Gonzalez

The courage to oppose all tax increases in
the City of Lawrence!

Let’s Bring Respect & Decorum Back to
the City Council!

Roger TwomeyRoger Twomey
Lawrence City Council

At-Large
Let’s Bring Respect & Decorum Back to

the City Council!

Lawrence City Council
At-Large
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Solution for Illegal Aliens
Michelle Malkin

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The number
of law enforcement officers killed in the
United States soared by 44 percent during
the first six months of 2007, and for the
first time in three decades, more than 100
officer deaths were recorded by the halfway
point of the year, according to preliminary
statistics from the National Law
Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund
(NLEOMF) and Concerns of Police
Survivors (COPS).

The groups’ preliminary data indicate 101
local, state and federal law enforcement
officers were killed between January 1 and
June 30, 2007, an increase from the 70
officers who lost their lives during the same
period of 2006. The last time the mid-year
total was that high was 1978, when there
were 105 officer deaths. By year-end that
year, 213 officers had been killed in the line
of duty. In 2006, the year-end total was 145.

Of the 101 officers killed during the first
half of 2007, 45 died in traffic-related
incidents. That’s an increase of 36 percent

from the 33 traffic-related fatalities during
the first six months of 2006. This year’s
figure includes 35 officers who died in
automobile crashes, six who were struck by
automobiles while outside their own
vehicles and four who died in motorcycle
crashes.

In addition, 39 officers were shot to death
during the first six months of this year,
compared with 27 during the same period
of 2006, a jump of more than 44 percent.
Also this year, seven officers succumbed
to job-related illnesses, three drowned, two
were killed in terrorist attacks, two died in
aircraft accidents, and one officer each died
from a bomb blast, a boating accident and
being struck by a falling object.

“Though still preliminary, these latest
numbers are cause for alarm for two
reasons,” said Craig W. Floyd, Chairman
and CEO of the NLEOMF. “First, the recent
trend of more officers being killed on our
roadways, in vehicle crashes and while
outside their vehicles, appears to continue
unabated. Second, we are now seeing a

For first time since 1978, more than 100 officers killed during first half of year; Fatal shootings, traffic-related deaths both increase

Police Deaths Rose Sharply In First Six Months of ‘07

My fellow Americans, we
have a problem. We spend
billions of dollars on
homeland security, but our
government can't even track
and deport convicted criminal
aliens. These are not the well-
meaning "newcomers" who
just want to "pursue
economic opportunities" by
"doing the jobs no one else
will do." These are foreign-

born thugs, sex offenders, murderers and repeat drunk
drivers who are destroying the American Dream.

If our immigration and entrance system cannot
effectively monitor, detain and kick out convicted criminal
aliens — including illegal border-crossers, illegal visa
overstayers, fugitive deportees, and green card holders who
have committed serious crimes and aggravated felonies
— what good is it?

The terrible kidnapping and murder of 12-year-old Zina
Linnik in Tacoma, Wash., on July 4th is a typical example
of the criminal alien revolving door. Terapon Adhahn,
Linnik's suspected kidnapper and killer who allegedly
snatched her from the backyard of her home, is a permanent
legal resident from Thailand. He was convicted of incest
in 1990. Adhahn had sexually attacked his 16-year-old
relative and pleaded down from a second-degree rape. Two
years later, he was convicted of intimidation with a
dangerous weapon. Section 1227(a)(2)(C), Title 8, of the
U.S. code dealing with immigration states: "Any alien who
at any time after admission is convicted under any law of
. . . using, owning, possessing, or carrying . . . any weapon,
part, or accessory which is a firearm or destructive device
. . . in violation of any law is deportable."

But Adhahn was not deported. In fact, as Lorie Dankers,
spokeswoman for Immigration and Customs Enforcement
in Seattle, admitted: "He escaped our attention."

Just like illegal alien gangster Mwenda Murithi, who
was arrested 27 times without deportation before being
arrested in the shooting death of 13-year-old innocent
bystander Schanna Gayden last month in Illinois.

Just like illegal alien thug Ezeiquiel Lopez, who built
up a six-year rap sheet without deportation before being
arrested in the murder of Deputy Frank Fabiano two months
ago in Wisconsin.

Just like illegal alien Juan Leonardo Quintero, who had
been previously deported after committing crimes from
indecency with a child to driving while intoxicated, but
who traipsed back into the U.S. last fall and was arrested
after allegedly shooting Houston police officer Rodney
Johnson four times in the head during a routine traffic stop.

And the list goes on and on and on.

It is not "anti-immigrant radicals" who are fed up with
the failure to kick out and keep out criminal aliens. Zina
Linnik's uncle, Anatoly Kalchik, points out that his family
was a family of legal immigrants who all obeyed the laws.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer reported: "Zina's uncle was
angry that the suspect had not been deported after being
convicted in a sex crime. 'We are all immigrants, but we
come legally,' Kalchik said of his family. He added that
the adults all cleared a criminal background check. 'If
someone is a sex offender, or any kind of offender, he has
no business being in America,' he said."

Federal auditors and immigration officers have tried to
blow the whistle on this recurring problem for the past 10
years. But the Department of Homeland Security inspector
general reported last year that of an estimated 650,000
foreign-born inmates in prison and jails this year, half will
be removable aliens who won't be removed because the
detention and deportation office "does not have the
resources to identify, detain and remove" them.

And that's just a best guess. Despite federal mandates,
cooperative agreements and endless political promises,
there still is no working nationwide system in place with
basic information about incarcerated criminal aliens.

Don't we have enough homegrown criminals without the
added public safety menace of known, convicted criminal
aliens being released from prisons and jails to disappear
and commit more crimes?

Rep. David Price, a North Carolina Democrat, is
sponsoring legislation to require monthly prison and jail
checks by DHS to track incarcerated illegal aliens, increase
spending on criminal alien deportations, and expand a
program known as 287(g) to encourage more local and
state officials to cooperate with the feds to help identify
and deport criminal aliens in their hometowns.

Why the hell aren't we doing all this already? How many
more innocent lives will be taken or ruined before we do?

After the defeat of the Bush-Kennedy amnesty bill last
month, I received tons of e-mail from readers asking: "What
can I do?" Answer: Don't wait for Washington. Sign up to
help pressure our government to rid this country of
convicted criminal aliens at www.deportthemnow.com.

For Zina. For Schanna. For Deputy Fabiano. For Officer
Johnson. For our safety, sovereignty and the protection of
the American Dream for those who deserve it.

Michelle Malkin is author of "Unhinged: Exposing
Liberals Gone Wild." Her e-mail address is
malkinblog@gmail.com. COPYRIGHT 2007 CREATORS
SYNDICATE, INC.

spike in fatal shootings of officers as well -
cases which have generally been declining
in recent years.”

Added Mr. Floyd, “The law enforcement
profession and the community as a whole
— in particular, the motoring public —
need to do everything possible to reverse
these numbers and protect our men and
women in blue.”

Texas, with 13, experienced the most law
enforcement officer fatalities during the
first half of the year. North Carolina, which
had no line-of-duty deaths during 2006, had
eight fatalities during the first six months
of this year. Florida and New York had six
deaths each, and Georgia and South
Carolina each had five.

Thirty-three states, along with Puerto
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands,
experienced officer fatalities during the first
half of 2007. Ten of the fatalities involved
members of federal law enforcement,
including two military police officers killed
by roadside bombs in Iraq.

“It is horrifying to realize that Concerns of
Police Survivors may be seeing many more
families than expected join our organization,”
said Jean Hill, National President of COPS.
“And to realize that felonious deaths are on
the rise is certainly sad because these are
intentional acts of someone to kill an officer.

“The increased danger to our officers
weighs heavy on the minds of all law
enforcement survivors who are members of
COPS. We know the pain their families will
need to endure. But the COPS organization
will be there for them for many years to come
whenever they feel the need for
compassionate support, just like COPS is
there for the families who lost their loved ones
in years past,” Ms. Hill said.

The statistics released by the NLEOMF and
COPS are preliminary data and do not
represent a final or complete list of individual
officers who will be added to the National
Law Enforcement Officers Memorial in 2008.
The report, “Law Enforcement Officer
Deaths, Mid-Year 2007,” is available at
www.nleomf.org.

Barbara Peary, M.Ed.

RAISE ‘EM RIGHT ™

“Thrown out of Preschool?”

I don’t believe it. Last week
my local paper carried an
article about three and four
year olds being asked to leave
child care centers because of
their misbehavior. This must
have been an exaggeration.

Surely, children of that age can not act up to the point
that they need to be kicked out of preschools?

Unfortunately, you would be stunned to witness what
occasionally goes on in a preschool classroom. As a rule,
parents are asked to remove a child if the youngster is
consistently a safety threat to the other children or if the
child is regularly doing harm to his/her own body. Before
this step is taken, conferences are held with the parents to
try to eliminate the behavior issues. Directors suggest
alternative placements and do not terminate a child from
programs, without sufficient notice being given to the
parents.

I am embarrassed to ask the child care center staff;
they might feel that I am questioning their competence,
so I’ll ask you. My young son attends a child care center
and is in a classroom with six other infants and two
teachers. I know they must have fire drills. I am curious
about how two people lug all those children out in an
emergency situation.

First, you should feel comfortable enough with the
center’s staff to bring up any questions or concerns that
you have about your child or his care. If this reluctance to
ask questions is an ongoing problem, evaluate whether this
facility is the correct setting for your youngster. With regard
to your question, child care centers use rolling cribs that
hold several children so that they can be evacuated quickly
and safely.

Since we currently live in an apartment with our
young children, ages six and four, the answer is always
“no” when they ask about having a pet. The landlord
doesn’t want cats, or dogs, and I do not care for
anything furry. Any suggestions for me?

Your choices are limited. However, you could investigate
the gift shop of a science museum or a children’s museum.
They should have habitats for ladybugs, frogs, and
butterflies. They will also sell the larvae and other supplies.
You could raise these types of creatures for a few weeks in
the spring and then let them go. Lacking a local museum,
contact a preschool center or a kindergarten teacher and
ask for appropriate catalogues. This type of science material
can be ordered via mail or on line. The cost is not
prohibitive. Be sure to avoid the small box turtles that were

Continued on Page 20
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Winchester Hospital
Welcomes Physicians to its

Medical Staff

Health & Fitness

WINCHESTER, - Jane A. Williams-Vale,
MD and R. Christopher Herron, MD have
joined Winchester Hospital’s medical staff.
They founded Merrimack Valley Family
Practice six years ago, and will continue
seeing patients through their new affiliation
with Winchester Hospital at their office
located at 140 Haverhill St. in Andover.

A resident of Wilmington, Dr. Williams-
Vale was previously on staff at Lawrence
General Hospital. She also practiced at
Pentucket Medical Associates in North
Andover and the Department of Family
Medicine at Albany Medical Center
Hospital in Albany, N.Y. She has been a
clinical faculty member at the Boston
University School of Medicine since 2002.

Dr. Williams-Vale earned her medical
degree from Albany Medical College of
Union University in 1994, and her
bachelor’s degree from Dartmouth College
in Hanover, N.H. in 1990. She completed
her internship and residency at Albany
Medical Center Hospital’s Department of
Family Practice, where she was chief
resident in 1996-97.

A diplomate of the American Board of
Family Physicians, Dr. Williams-Vale
serves on the Massachusetts Academy of
Family Physicians’ Committee on
Legislative and Regulatory Affairs; is chair
of the Healthy Wilmington Coalition; and
is vice chair of the Wilmington Board of
Health. A member of the American
Academy of Family Physicians and

Massachusetts Family Physicians, Dr.
Williams-Vale received the 2005 YWCA of
Greater Lawrence Tribute to Women award
and an honorable mention for the 2006
Kenneth B. Schwartz Center
Compassionate Caregiver Award.

A resident of East Hampstead, N.H., Dr.
Herron was previously on staff at Lawrence
General Hospital and also practiced at
Pentucket Medical Associates’ offices in
North Andover and Hampstead, N.H. He
is the school district physician for the
Timberlane Regional School District in
Plaistow, N.H., and was an emergency
medical technician at St. Michael’s College
in Colchester, Vt. prior to medical school.
He has been a clinical faculty member at
the Boston University School of Medicine
since 2005.

Dr. Herron earned his medical degree
from Albany Medical College of Union
University in 1994, and his bachelor’s
degree in biochemistry from Saint
Michael’s College in 1990. A diplomate of
the American Board of Family Practice, he
completed his internship and residency in
family practice at Middlesex Hospital in
Middletown, Conn.

 Dr. Williams-Vale and Dr. Herron are
accepting new patients at Merrimack Valley
Family Practice, 140 Haverhill St. in
Andover. To make an appointment or learn
more, please call (978) 470-1616 or visit
www.winchesterhospital.org.

R. Christopher Herron, MD and Jane A. Williams-Vale, MD have
joined Winchester Hospital’s medical staff. They will continue seeing
patients at Merrimack Valley Family Practice, 140 Haverhill St. in
Andover.

Accident Injuries

Sports Injuries

Headaches

Family Care

Armano Chiropractic PCArmano Chiropractic PCArmano Chiropractic PCArmano Chiropractic PCArmano Chiropractic PC
421 Merrimack St. Suite  101B, Methuen, MA 01844

Phone: 978-327-5571

Serving the Merrimack Valley For Over 17 Years

MostInsurance Accepted

Se Habla

Espanol Same Day/Evening
Appointments

~

Preventative/Maintenance Care

Hi, I’m Joe Zingales

from Remax
Prestige in Lawrence!

360 Merrimack Street, Bldg. #5 in Lawrence

Please See Our Ad Page 33

Simple Wisdom
Gail Van Kleeck

The Magic Wand
I have a magic wand in my car, the kind

that fairy godmothers use. My wand is
especially handy when merging into heavy
traffic or unexpectedly needing to turn left.
In cases like these I just roll my window
down and stick it straight out. The other
drivers always let me in. Maybe they worry
about the men in white jackets tying up
traffic when they come to get me.

My dear life partner Parker has only one
wish about my magic wand. He wishes I
wouldn’t use it in his presence. When he’s
driving my car and I know he needs to turn
left, I get it out for him. “Oh, no, not the
wand!” he says, as though I was about to
murder him with it. Parker embarrasses
easily sometimes, especially when it has to
do with wands. There is something mean
in me that loves to torture him.

One of the wonderful things about fairy
god-mother wands is that they almost
always makes people smile … except, of
course, for Parker. I suppose it’s a risk for
someone like me to use a magic wand.
People might think I’m odd, or at least
somewhat eccentric. While I’m aware of
these possibilities, taking this simple risk
has been worth it for me. I’ve discovered
that even if someone misunderstands or
judges me, I’m unlikely to die. Something
about this small way of risking has helped
me to be more courageous. I am less
uncomfortable with how others see me and
more comfortable with the way I see myself.

Living fully is all about taking reasonable
risks. Every time we risk we grow. We push
back the boundaries of perception that
might otherwise limit us. Taking small risks

Who is Gail Van Kleeck?
I n t e r n a t i o n a l

inspirational author and
motivational story
teller.

Gail Van Kleeck
spent seven years as a
hospice volunteer. Her
writing and speaking
contain insights drawn
from the families with
whom she was privileged to work. She also draws
from her childhood experiences, her journals and her
life as a daughter, wife, mother and friend. In addition
to her skills as a writer and speaker, Van Kleeck is an
accomplished interior designer. Her business, Dover
Interiors is based in Westwood, Ma. With an
educational background in both psychology and
design, she specializes in helping clients create
surrounding support their lifestyles and nurture their
spirits. Gail was born in Michigan and is a graduate
of Michigan State University. The oldest of five
children, she has two grown children, four
grandchildren, numerous pets and a life partner who
is a former jazz musician.

helps us to push past our fears as well. It
helps us to live a life that is filled with
greater possibility, greater self confidence
and greater faith.

Some of the most important risks we take
in life are to love, to seek out what is good
and true, to set better limits, to speak our
truth, to take a stand against negativity, to
dare to be fully human and to count our
blessings, especially when we’re in the
midst of dark days.

Reasonable risks are a part of the magic
of life. With all my heart, I wish more of
that magic for you.

WHAT WE FOCUS ON IS TRULY
WHAT WE SEE

once so popular. They have been known to
carry salmonella.

I am complaining because this is an
ongoing issue. Recently my husband and
I were in a local restaurant that caters
to families. We were in a booth having
lunch and my husband was facing the
booth behind me. Unfortunately, this is
where two mothers and their young
children were having their meal.
Regrettably, the two children were not
sitting and eating. They were hopping up
and down, emptying sugar packets onto
the table and floor, you get the idea. The
moms were apparently oblivious. I could
see smoke coming from my husband’s
ears. He was so annoyed that it ruined
the lunch for him. What’s the polite thing
to do in these circumstances?

Other than having yourselves moved to
another table, there is nothing you can do.

“Raise ‘Em Right” quiz question:

It is a Wednesday night before school.
Your eight year old is begging you to let
her stay up a half hour later, “just until
eight o’clock.” She had an easy day, no
activities after school and only a little
homework. She doesn’t look tired, so you
are tempted to give in. After all it is only
one night. What would you do?

Stick to your original bedtime. You give
in once and you will revisit this battle
over and over. Let her stay up later on
Friday and Saturday nights.

Please send questions to RAISE ‘EM
RIGHT™, P.O. Box 831, Carlisle, MA
01741 or e-mail to

Raise ‘Em Right From Page  19

Andover Surgery Center
See Back Page
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S U D O K U

Health & Fitness

Parents have long been worried about
their kids' minds turning to mush over
summer break. These days, moms and dads
need to be just as concerned about their
children's bodies.

Since 1980, the number of overweight
children in the United States has doubled,
and obesity rates among teens have tripled.
With nearly a third of American youngsters
heavier than they should be, a long,
leisurely summer vacation can make
matters worse.

In years past, summer was a time of
active, outdoor play: Most kids spent their
days riding bikes and playing ball. Evenings
were reserved for catching fireflies and
playing sweaty games of flashlight tag or
kick the can.

This summer, there's a good chance that
many youngsters will spend most of their
free time indoors anchored to the couch.
Outside the structured environment of
school and after-school programs, they may
get less exercise during the summer months
than they did during the school year.

Recent studies show that watching
television and playing video or computer
games are kids' favorite leisure time
activities. The more time kids spend sitting
in front of electronic screens, the more
likely they are to be overweight.

Televisions and computers aren't solely
to blame: During the summer months,
family schedules can get off kilter. Kids

who abandon their regular bedtimes may
adopt the unhealthy habit of late-night
snacking.

Youngsters who
sleep in late on
summer mornings
tend to skip breakfast,
a practice that is
known to contribute
to weight gain.

Without the benefit
of regularly
scheduled meals,
children may resort to
snacking on junk food
throughout the day.

When kids don't get all the nutrients their
growing bodies need, they can end up
feeling tired and listless. As a result, they're
likely to spend more time lounging on the
couch than engaging in active play.

Summer vacation doesn't have to be a
time of complete vegetation for youngsters.
With a few simple strategies, moms and
dads can help their kids stay healthy and
physically fit.

Conducting a quick family survey is a
good place to start. Ask your children which
fitness-oriented activities they'd like to try
over the summer, such as hiking, biking or
swimming.

Once you've identified your children's
interests you can help them get involved,
even if you're on a budget.

With a little research, you might find a
local hiking club that welcomes young
members, or a community organization that

offers inexpensive
swimming lessons.

For working moms
and dads, driving
kids back and forth to
lessons, classes and
other activities can be
time consuming, not
to mention costly.
Try working with
other parents to
organize carpools,
and ask adult family
members if they'd be

willing to help with transportation.

On days that your children stay at home,
make sure they have plenty to do besides
watching television or playing video games.
If they can't go outside, designate a room
in the house where they can safely romp
and play.

If your children stay at home with a sitter
during the summer months, make sure you
leave a to-do list. Ask the sitter to take the
kids to the playground or to organize a
treasure hunt in the back yard.

Giving your children a daily television
or computer "allowance" will limit the
amount of time they spend motionless
during their summer vacation. Most experts
agree that two hours a day is plenty.

Kids do a lot of growing during the
summer months, and it's only natural that

they'll be hungry for regular snacks and
meals. Make sure your kitchen is stocked
with plenty of nutritious foods and low-
calorie beverages, including fresh fruit, cut-
up vegetables and bottled water.

Hectic summer schedules make the
convenience of fast food especially
appealing, but most youngsters don't need
the extra calories in burgers, tacos and
pizzas. When your kids are hungry and
you're in a hurry, making sandwiches with
fresh, wholesome ingredients is a quick and
easy way to provide good nutrition.

When you're planning your family
vacation, consider scheduling a few
activities that promote fitness as well as fun.
You can rent bicycles at the beach, sign up
for a walking tour or visit a water park.

Helping children eat right and stay active
during the summer vacation isn't exactly
effortless, but it's an excellent investment
of parents' time and energy. With a few
gentle nudges from mom and dad, kids can
adopt positive habits that will see them
through a lifetime of good health.

Rallie McAllister, M.D., M.P.H., is a
family physician in Kingsport, Tenn., and
author of "Healthy Lunchbox: The Working
Mom's Guide to Keeping You and Your
Kids Trim." Her Web site is http://
www.rallieonhealth.com. To find out more
about Rallie McAllister, M.D., and read
features by other Creators Syndicate writers
and cartoonists, visit the Creators Syndicate
Web page at www.creators.com.

COPYRIGHT 2007 CREATORS
SYNDICATE, INC.

Summer Vacations Can Sabotage Kids' Health
Your Health by Dr. Rallie McAllister

Julia Donovan of North Andover with
her lock of hair she donated to “Locks
of Love” at Fantastic Sams Hair Salon.

North Andover Girl Donates Hair to Locks of Love

Answers on Page 38

NORTH ANDOVER - My neighbor and friend Julia
Donovan recently donated her hair to an organization
called “Locks of Love” which takes the hair that is donated
and makes wigs for children who have cancer.

Kids with cancer lose their hair when they have cancer
treatments called chemotherapy. “Locks of Love” helps
them feel better about their appearance by giving them
wigs made of real hair donated by people like Julia.

The least amount of hair you can donate is between ten
and twelve inches. Julia had her hair cut at Fantastic Sams
on Rt. 125 in North Andover last month. Julia was inspired
to get it done by her cousins who also donated their hair.
She says she will continue to donate her hair to “Locks of
Love.”

“I just wanted to help kids with cancer just like my
cousins did,” Donovan told The Valley Patriot.

According to their website, “Locks of Love” is a public
“non-profit organization that provides hairpieces to
financially disadvantaged children under age 18 suffering

Hanna Porten

from long-term medical hair loss from any diagnosis.” Most
of the children helped by Locks of Love have lost their
hair due to a medical condition called alopecia areata,
which has no known cause or cure.”

The hairpieces they provide help to restore a child’s self-
esteem and confidence, enabling them to face the world
and their peers.

Simon & Goodman Picture Company is also putting
together a book of letters and photos by children and
teenagers (donors and recipients) about their feelings of
giving and receiving through “Locks of Love”. You can
write about how you became involved, what it has meant
to you, what was easy or hard and anything else you want
to share. And if you have "before and after" pictures, they'd
love to see them too.

Send to Simon & Goodman Picture Company, 2095
Broadway, Suite 402, New York, NY 10023 Attention:
Nina, or e mail to locksoflovebook@mac.com.
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In the Shadows of Saint Patrick’s Church

Thomas Murphy
Manager

Daniel Healy
Director

Manny Diaz
Director

Present this coupon for your FREE Digital Foot Scan

Present this coupon
for a

FREE Digital Foot Scan

Spinal Decompression Therapy
Low Level Laser Therapy

We also offer

and many other services
to meet ALL of your Chiropractic Needs!

Lancer 1 Inc. - 12 Water St. North Andover, MA 01845

call us at 800-984-6488  or visit us online at: www.lancer1inc.com

This device:

* Sets up in seconds

* Sends a clear 360
visual message of
danger during fire drills
and emergency
evacuation scenarios

* Can fit any standard to
large sized openings:
doorways, halls, and
common areas

*Weighs less than 5lbs.

* Is your child’s school
prepared for an
emergency ?

Why not ... What Now??

ETA Training Aide??

“An amazing training tool, it will save lives.”

Frank Ahearn, Supt. of Fire Alarms
Lawrence Fire Dept.  (ret)
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Quinn

Deborah
Quinn

* Proven Leader
* Positive Force for Methuen Families

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Debbie Quinn

(West District)
* Focus on Females Career Program
* Student Driver Pilot Program
* Revitalized Skateboard Park
* Bea’s property open to water activities
* Historic Commission Subcommittee

Re-Elect
Re-Elect
Re-Elect
Re-Elect
Re-Elect
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“It was really remarkable. We were
working with a mostly plywood, twin

engine, unmanned
airplane with a
television camera
built into the nose of
the plane. These
drones carried 2000lb
bombs. The canopy
on the cockpit was for
training only, but
when the training was
over and these drones

were ready for use in battle, they removed
the cockpit completely to make it less
wind resistant. The landing was also
dropped after takeoff to reduce wind
resistance.”

Beshara recalls how the drone planes
were just like the Japanese kamikaze
planes except there were no pilots to give
up their lives.

“Tokyo Rose called us ‘the American
Kamikazes’ because they didn’t know
this was an unmanned plane. The mother
ship, which was a torpedo bomber, could
sit four or five miles off the target and
direct the drones in. They had a television
screen in there so they could see what
the drone was seeing, and direct the plane
to the target without risking American
lives.”

“While the pilot flew the plane, there
was a man behind him flying the drone
by radio control, a radio man and a
machine gun man in the turret.” That’s
where Beshara flew with a 50 caliber
machine gun in case their plane was
attacked.

Some of the drones were stationed on aircraft carriers,
but Beshara recalls being sent to the island of Benika in
the Russell Islands, northwest of Guadalcanal. “We had
set up a small airfield on the island. Some of the targets
were anti-aircraft placements and storage caves in
Bougainville, but we couldn’t bomb the caves successfully
because, when the planes would drop a bomb, they would
be too close to the ground and pull up a little too late so the
drones would blow up.”

Beshara says the program was not all that successful
during World War II and, though the drones were designed
to prevent the loss of American and allied soldiers, one
very famous American soldier died working on the drones.

“Joe Kennedy, JFK’s older brother, was killed in Europe
working on the drones. They were flying a B24 or B17.
They had them all loaded with about 25,000 lbs of
explosives, but the munitions experts were all marines and
General George Marshall said that, as long as he had
anything to say about it, there would never be any marines
in Europe. Marshall didn’t like the marines, so the marine
munitions expert couldn’t go over there to make sure the
explosives were set up properly. That’s when they asked
for two volunteers. Joe Kennedy and a guy named Whiley
agreed to go.” Beshara conjectured that, “While they were
arming the explosives there was short circuit somewhere
and it exploded and killed them both.”

So, Beshara made an appeal to the Navy and, because
his uncle didn’t drive, the Navy arranged
to have a judge come up to Superior
Court in Lawrence to have his uncle
designated as his legal guardian.

By the time the red tape was cleared
away it was April of 1942 and the young
senior in high school dropped out to
serve his country. It would be 57 years
later before Beshara would graduate
from high school. “My Diploma was
issued to me at the Methuen High School
in 1999, they gave diplomas to a whole bunch of us who
had gone into the service and never finished high school.

Once accepted by the Navy, Beshara says he went to
boot camp training at Great Lakes Naval Training Station
in Illinois. After boot camp training, he was assigned to
the Navy Pier in Chicago where he was
trained as an aircraft mechanic and
graduated aviation machinist mate 3rd

class. From there he was shipped to
Hollywood, Florida for Air Crewman
training and then to Fort Lauderdale for
flight training.

“We did extensive training with
machine guns and learned trap and skeet
shooting to get use to hitting a moving
target,” Beshara said. “Then I went to
Clinton Oklahoma. There, I joined what
was called STAG ONE, which stood for
Special Task Air Group One.

Secret Drone Spy Program is Born

From there, Beshara was sent to Travis
City, Michigan where he trained with the
first-ever secret spy drone airplanes.
“This was a secret outfit with radio
controlled drones,” Beshara says. “By
this time it was 1943 and we didn’t know it at the time, of
course, but we were working on the forerunner of the
guided missile system.”

“While we were overseas in Benika,
our outfit was suddenly
decommissioned. Our commanding
officer, Commodore Oscar Smith was
not a pilot and Admiral Tower, sitting
back in Washington D.C., was making
the decision that you can’t have an
aircraft unit without a pilot as a
commanding officer. So that was the end
of the drone program,” Beshara said, “at
least until after the war. But this was the
forerunner of the guided missile system
and the drones being used today in Iraq
are just a smaller version of the drone
program we started in the South
Pacific.”

A Chance Encounter

After Beshara’s STAG ONE group was permanently
decommissioned in 1944, he wound up in the Philippines
on Clark Field. “We were servicing bombers going to
Okinawa. At that point in time we couldn’t say where we
were when we were on the island. We could put in our
letters home that we were in the Philippines, but we
couldn’t tell them exactly where we were, we couldn’t
designate an island.”

“My older brother Herbie was in the Army Signal Corps
and surprised me one day when he just showed up on the
Island of Sumar. He had been stationed in the South Pacific
and, when he found out I was in the Philippines, he spoke
to his commanding officer to try and find out where I was.
They had to courier the mail to the troops and he let my
brother come to find me. The day after I met him, I received
orders to come back to the states. All air crewmen were
being reassigned to the states to train for the invasion of
Japan in June 1945.”

Mike says he was shipped back to the U.S. and was given
a 30 day leave of absence. “I was home for 4th of July, in
1945.” Beshara remembered how he visited the center at
Salisbury Beach wearing his flight jacket, “because it was
just so cold for me
after spending all that
time in the South
Pacific. People
thought I was crazy
because, to them, it
was a hot summer day,
but, compared to the
South  Pacific, it was
like winter to me.”

After his leave of
absence , Mike
Beshara was sent to
the University of
Oklahoma for further
training “Of course,” Beshara added, “in August they
dropped the atomic bomb on Japan.” Beshara was
discharged honorably in January of 1946.

“That’s when,” Beshara said laughing, “I was a member
of the 52/20 club. It was our funny name for
unemployment. It was $20 a week for fifty-two weeks or
until we found a job.” Beshara did find work in the Wood
Heel factory on Osgood Street in Methuen, which is now
home to luxury apartments.

Seniors & Vets

Mike Beshara: Heroes in Our Midst - From Page 1

Mike Beshara’s brother Herb who served in the
army and  met up with him on the island of Sumar.

TDR-1 Assault Drone

One of the first ever unmanned air assault drones (above, left) on the island of Benika with a television camera loaded onto the nose of the plane and a
2,000lb bombs being loaded underneath. Above right, the practice drone with a plywood cockpit which was removed once the plane was put into service.

Mike Beshara on Benika
Island Clowning around

in his “Zoot Suit”

Herbert Beshara

Mike Beshara in 1942

Photos courtesy: Norman Tengstrom at www.stagone.org
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John Lenotte, American Legion

Seniors & Vets

Benefits for Our Veterans
Susan Piazza, Commander, DAV CH2

Taking Care of
Our Veterans

Support the Troops
VA HOME LOANS: Housing is

so vital to an individual that it is
considered one of the three basic
needs for survival. Countless
people die yearly as a direct or
indirect result of being without a
home. This article is devoted to
VA guaranteed home loans, and
the process and paperwork
involved in obtaining such a loan.

ELIGIBILITY / PEOPLE: Active duty
service members, veterans, or surviving
spouses are eligible for a VA home loan
guarantee. (EXCEPTIONS: Under certain
conditions reservists may also be eligible.
Eligibility for a surviving spouse varies, a
spouse may remarry after a certain age, or
after a certain day and year. ) As with the
majority of VA benefits, discharge from
active duty must be other than dishonorable,
a copy of ones discharge paper must be
provided.

The VA guarantees home loans to the
above-mentioned individuals to help with
the purchase of homes, to help refinance
homes, to fix or improve a home, or to add
energy saving improvements. Besides
helping the military/veteran/spouse, this
program assists the institution making the
loan. The financial institution, with the VA
as guarantor, is covered in the event the
military/veteran/spouse defaults on the
loan. For information go to:
www.homeloans.va.gov/VA

FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS: Some
requirements that must be met relate to the
VA while others relate to the financial

institution providing the loan. The
VA has active duty service time
requirements. It also requires and
provides for a Certificate of
Eligibility. The individual seeking
the loan must agree to live in the
property for which the loan is
being granted. The financial
institution requires the applicant

have a good credit rating, and sufficient
income.

ELIGIBILITY / TIME-IN-SERVICE:
Time-in-service requirements are different
depending on the dates one served. The
Twenty-Four Month Rule: To qualify, for
military service between 7 September 1980
(for enlisted) or 16 October 1981 (for
officers) and 1 August 1990, a twenty four
month rule applies. Thatis, twenty-four
months of continuous active duty (or their
full term of duty - a minimum of one
hundred eighty one days) is required. Prior
to this twenty-four month rule, eligibility
was based on ninety days for wartime
service and one hundred eighty one days
for peacetime service. (Note: For this
article’s purpose, all active duty service is
based on continuous service.)

EXCEPTIONS: A service member may
still be eligible if they served actively at
least one hundred eighty one days but less
than the twenty-four months, if they were
discharged for 1) hardship, 2) the
convenience of the government, 3) military
downsizing, 4) certain medical conditions
or 5) a service-connected disability.

Given the current conflict in Iraq, this is
constantly in the news.  The politicians are
debating this in the halls of Congress and
those running for office, be it President or
for Marty Meehan’s seat.  Everyone is
taking a stance.  They all claim to be the
voice of the people. But let us remember
the troops and very much the families of
the troops.

I referenced this in a previous column but
this bears saying again.  In many ways we
are starting to repeat the errors made during
the Vietnam War.   Politicians are trying to
run the war instead of letting the military
perform their mission.   It can be argued as
to what the mission really might be.  But
for the troops, it is securing and rebuilding
Iraq.

We cannot just pull out and leave that
country in the mess it is in.

 We would only create more of a mess and
a bigger danger to the region and the world.
And to dictate and publicize when we
would pull out does not make any sense.
The enemy is watching as much, if not
more, of the news on CNN as we are!  They
are not stupid.

They are playing into the politics for their
own purposes.

They have learned the lessons of
Vietnam.   They not only want to win, the

terrorist element wants to eliminate us and
our way of life.   This is a war as we have
not seen before.

We must let the current “surge” run its
course and let the military take control.   If
it works out differently then we will have
to adapt.   Let’s not let presidential politics
rule the current course of events.

As an amateur historian, I am aware of
the concerns about the limits of presidential
power.   And freedom sometimes has a
heavy price.   But we must be concerned
about tomorrow as well as today.    As
citizens we have an obligation that
unfortunately most do not fulfill.   We need
to make our voices heard.   Let our
representatives know what is in our hearts
and minds.   We need to first do this either
in person, by mail or email.

And as important, we need to show our
voices at the ballot box.

We need to also continue to show our
support by contributing to groups that send
packages to the troops.   I congratulate Jim
Sergio-Waring for his continued efforts in
sending packages to the troops overseas and
to both Jim and State Representative Linda

Continued on Page 32
Continued on Page 41

Continuing His Service to America
Here at Home

M i k e
B e s h a r a ’ s
dedication to
service and
country did
not end when
he was
d i s c h a r g e d
from the Navy
in 1946. He
joined the
A m e r i c a n
Legion and
the VFW, and was active in local politics
and community service in the city of
Methuen.

Beshara served 4 years on the Methuen
School Committee and served as chairman
of the committee when proposition 2 ½ took
effect. “After four years of beating my head
against the wall and getting nothing done,
I decided not to run for another term.” Mike
volunteered as a member of the Methuen
Cable Advisory Committee and served on
the board for 18 years. He spent several
years as chairman of the board. Beshara was
also chairman of the Methuen Soil Removal
Board for a number of years as well as
chairman of the School Renovation
Committee where he was responsible for
the renovation of three schools: the Marsh,
Tenny and Timony schools.

“Before that, we did some extensive work
on the Oakland school, we put in new
windows, new floors and brand new boilers.
We renovated the Ashford School and put
in windows in the Central School. After we
renovated the three schools they closed
Oakland and Ashford. The Ashford was
sold and turned into apartments and the
Oakland school is a mosque now.

Beshara also volunteers his time on a
cable television program run by Methuen
City Councilor Kathleen Corey Rahme

titled “Call to
Serve”. The
television program
highlights the
heroic service of
military men and
women from
Methuen. “I
remember when
Kathleen was
getting ready to tape
her first show and
she asked me to sit

down and do an interview for practice, and
I said yes. We sat down and did the
interview and immediately afterwards the
other volunteers in the studio said that it
was great, so Kathleen said, ‘Let’s just use
this interview as our first “Call to Serve”
show,’ so my story was the first in the series
that was aired.”

Beshara said all the veterans who have
been honored on “Call to Serve” were asked
to sign a waiver release for the library of
congress in Washington D.C. so that the
public could view the tapes for years to
come.

Mike Beshara is so typical of the men
and women who are willing go off to war,
putting their lives on the line for our
freedoms here at home. He doesn’t consider
himself a hero despite the fact that he sat in
the machine gun turret of a fighter plane
and was the most at risk of losing his life
when they encountered enemy plane
gunfire.

Like so many of those who answer the
call to serve, Mike Beshara didn’t stop
serving his country when his military
service was over. He continued to fight for
a better community and a better America
through his community activism and the

TBF-1 Control Planes

Michael L. Beshara

To nominate a veteran to be honored as a “Valley
Patriot of the Month,” please email us at

valleypatriot@aol.com, or call us at (978) 557-5413

way he has lived his life right here in the
city of Methuen.

We thank you Mike Beshara for your
military service, for your undying loyalty
to your country and your community, and
we are honored to call you our Valley

Bases of Attachments:

U.S. Naval Training Station, Great Lakes Illinois
Nav. Tra. Sch. Navy Pier, Chicago Illinois
USNAS Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.
USNAS, Clinton, Oklahoma
StagONE/Satfor

Traverse City, Michigan
Montery, California
Benika Island, Russell Islands

Combat Aircraft Service Unit (F) 41
Guadalcanal

Combat Aircraft Service UNit (F) 39
Oiwi Island

Mindanoa, Philippines
Clark Field, Philippines

Awards:
World War II Victory Medal

Asiaitic-Pacific Theatre Medal
Philippine Liberation Medal
American Theatre Medal

Good Conduct Medal

Patriot of the Month. You are truly a hero
in our midst and the people of Methuen
should recognize forever the sacrifices you
have made to make life better for the rest
of us who have reaped the benefits of your
service and sacrifice.

Aviation Machinist Mate 2/c - U.S. Navy
Enlisted April 16, 1942

Discharged January 13, 1946
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CHELMSFORD, MA - Jim Ogonowski, candidate for
congress in the 5 th District of Massachusetts, reacted to
recent developments concerning our national preparedness
amid intelligence reports of the growing organizational
strength of global terrorist group al-Qaeda. As part of an
ongoing effort to highlight the importance of national
security issues and the war on terrorism, Ogonowski made
the following comments.

"Reports of the growing organizational strength of al-
Qaeda should be cause for concern for the free world but
should be met with vigilance on behalf of our elected offi-
cials and homeland security experts. It is disheartening to
see criticism by Governor Deval Patrick of our federal go-
vernment when communicating national security threats
posed to our nation as our Department of Homeland Securi-
ty rightly did this week. What is irresponsible is the ever
increasing rhetoric surrounding the war on terrorism and
the threats posed to America by international terrorist
organizations.

The responsibility lies with our elected officials to put
national security before political partisanship and begins
with our elected officials communicating at the federal,
state, and municipal level in order to ensure our public
safety and national security. In this regard, I will support
measures in Congress that will help streamline the
communication between and facilitation of resources and
intelligence information among our federal and state
emergency management and public safety officials.

"We live in uncertain times and the need to combat global
terror is a constant struggle, and one we must win. More
than just a 'bumper sticker slogan', we need to stay vigilant
in this fight against an ever shifting global enemy. I am the
one candidate in this race who will continue to speak plainly
and boldly about the very real threats we face in this world
and the course Congress needs to take in order to keep
American safe and restore our standing in the world.

"Politicians in Washington need to make sure that na-
tional security is one of our top priorities.  The American
people are tired of the divisiveness in Washington and be-
yond that has led to a breakdown of our government's abili-
ty to get things done. The people need to send a leader to
congress who will fight for our security, work to restore
America's standing in the world, and not be concerned with
empty political rhetoric and partisan bickering when it
comes to matters of national security. If elected to Congress
I pledge to be that leader for the people of the Merrimack
Valley and the 5th Congressional District, concluded
Ogonowski.

A week after Ronald
Reagan defeated Jimmy
Carter in the 1980 presidential
election, I left for a three-year
tour of duty in West Germany
as an Army intelligence
officer.  A few weeks ago, I
made my first trip back for a
family vacation during which
I was more interested in the
Bavarian weather forecast
than the goings-on in the Fifth

District race.  Returning home, I felt out of touch with the
day-to-day rhythm of the campaign, so for this article, I’ll
focus on the big picture in the rapidly approaching
Democratic primary.

Ironically, losing track of the race has made me a better
observer of it.  During any campaign, candidates, staffers,
the media and political junkies become obsessed with the
latest poll, fund raising report, endorsement, anything, as
long as every second of every day is filled with thoughts
of the campaign. We assume that everyone else does the
same.  They do not.  I believe that the average voter has
not yet tuned into this Congressional race and, given the
absurd date on which the primary will be held – the day
after Labor Day – it’s unlikely that the average voter will
ever tune in.

For most, Tuesday, September 4, 2007 will be about
getting your kids back to school and yourself back to work
after a long weekend and a longer summer.  In a low turnout
race, the power of money is diminished.  The single biggest
expense for any campaign is advertising, particularly
extremely expensive major market television ads.  Because
so few will be participating in this election, however, the
effectiveness of these commercials will be greatly
decreased, almost eliminated.  The same goes for print ads

Lowell
5th District Congressional Race

 I believe that the average voter
has not yet tuned into this
congressional race and, given the
absurd date on which the primary
will be held – the day after Labor
Day – it’s unlikely that the average
voter will ever tune in.

The Big Picture in the Fifth
Richard Howe, Jr.

Richard P. Howe Jr. is the creator of
www.richardhowe.com, a blog that provides
commentary on politics in Lowell.  He also serves
as Register of Deeds of the Northern District of
Middlesex County.  You can email him at
lowelldeeds@comcast.net

since no single newspaper (except this one) dominates
political coverage in the geographically diverse Fifth
District.

So if television commercials and newspaper ads aren’t
going to win this race, what will?  Voter identification and
persuasion top the list. By researching who has voted
regularly in past elections, a campaign can predict who
will vote in this one.  Identifying this small pool of die-
hard voters is the easy part.  The challenge is persuading
them to vote for you.  This is also where endorsements
might make a difference.

An endorsement by an elected official or union by itself
means little.  But if that endorsement brings the endorser’s
campaign organization and list of supporters plus a
determined effort to turn out the voters on that list, then it
could generate a critical number of votes in this low turnout
election.

Having an electoral base, a group of people who has
voted for you before and will readily vote for you again,
will also help.  Eileen Donoghue, who has been repeatedly
re-elected to the Lowell City Council, probably has a slight
advantage here over her state representative opponents
(Eldridge, Finegold and Miceli) who represent smaller
districts and also over Niki Tsongas who has never held
elective office.  Of course, if you look at Tsongas’s

campaign finance reports or go to one of her events, you
will see that many Lowell residents, almost all of whom
have been Donoghue supporters in council races, are with
Tsongas.

This cuts into Donoghue’s base, as does the lingering
animosity of those who view Donoghue as the prime
architect of last year’s ouster of City Manager John Cox.

Signs, bumper stickers and blanket literature drops won’t
have much impact.  Automated calls are a nuisance.  There
are still a number of debates, but all five Democrats have
been so effective on stage that the chances of one emerging
due to a standout debate performance is remote.  Of course,
these debates are a wild card since a major gaffe by a
candidate will bring the type of unwanted attention that
could alter the outcome of the election.

At the end of my recent trip to Germany, the taxi driver
bringing us to the airport was chatty, so I asked him about
Angela Merkel, the first female chancellor of Germany.
He said that it didn’t matter who was elected because the
big corporations control everything.

I suspect that many who live in the Fifth District share
that sentiment.

Whichever candidate does the best job of identifying
those residents who feel that way and then completely
ignoring them while focusing on the much smaller pool of
those who vote in every election will be the Democratic
nominee.

Salisbury Beach
Summer

Entertainment
August 2007

Saturday, August
4th - Saturday Night
Sock Hop with Gary

Francis - 7 PM

Friday, August 10th
- Don't Call Me Shirley

- 7PM & 8:30 PM

Saturday, August 11th - Saturday Night
Sock Hop with Gary Francis - 7 PM

Friday, August 17th - Music Perfor-
mance: Squeezebox Stompers

7PM & 8:30 PM

Saturday, August 18th - Saturday Night
Sock Hop with Gary Francis - Time: 7 PM

 Friday, August 24th through Sunday,
August 26th - Nelson’s Ride

Friday, August 24th - Music Perfor-
mance: R.B. Entertainment - Master

Entertainer - 7 PM & 8:30 PM

Saturday, August 25th - Saturday Night
Sock Hop with Gary Francis

7 PM

Friday, August 31st, Music Performance:
Reminisants - 7pm & 8:30pm

September 2007

Saturday, September 1st - Saturday
Night Sock Hop with Gary Francis

Time: 7 PM

Tarmey Fined
$2,500 by Ethics

Commission

The Massachusetts State Ethics Commission
approved a settlement last month in which former
Lowell Regional Water Utility Executive Director
Edmund F. Tarmey paid a penalty of $2,500 for
violating the state’s conflict of interest law, (G.L. c.
268A), by acting on two contracts to purchase
furniture from Allied Office Products (Allied), a
company that employed his brother Leonard as a
commissioned sales person.

This resolution concludes the public hearing in this
matter.

According to a Disposition Agreement, in 2001 and
2002 Allied sold office furniture to the Water Utility
on two occasions.

The total value of the furniture was approximately
$26,000. Tarmey participated in the purchases by
certifying Allied’s performance of each contract. The
certification was necessary for Allied to receive
payment. Leonard earned commissions on both
contracts.

Section 19 of the conflict of interest law prohibits a
municipal employee from officially participating in
matters in which to his knowledge an immediate family
member has a financial interest. By certifying Allied’s
performance when he knew that his brother was
Allied’s commissioned sales representative for the
contracts, Tarmey violated §19.

"The purpose of the conflict of interest law is to
prevent conflicts or the appearance of impropriety
that can arise whenever a public official’s personal
loyalty to a family member competes with the public
interest that objective decisions be made," said
Executive Director Peter Sturges.

for Certifying Performance of
Contracts that Earned his Brother

Sales Commissions

JIM OGONOWSKI SAYS STOP PLAYING
POLITICS WITH HOMELAND SECURITY
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U.S. CONGRESSU.S. CONGRESS

Dracut

A New Dracut Superintendent & Housing
Authority Director: The Case of the Two Searches

Former Selectman/WCAP Radio
personality Warren Shaw has launched an
all-out attack against members of the Dracut
School Committee because of its search
process for new superintendent and me
personally because of my independent
actions on the Dracut School Committee.
Shaw has also criticized me because I
agreed to serve as a member of the
Screening Committee for a new Dracut
Housing Authority Executive Director.
These attacks are both unprofessional and
unwarranted.  Rest assured that I have
always done what I feel is in the best
interests of the taxpayers and children of
Dracut regardless of the political
consequences and I will continue to do so.

Members of the Dracut School
Committee voted unanimously to appoint
a Superintendent Search Screening
Committee at the May 23rd school
committee meeting.  That Screening
Committee consists of two parents (Jackie
Epstein and Denah Toupin), a Dracut
teacher (Leon Grande), a Community
Representative (Ken Martin) and a Dracut
administrator (Frank D’Addario) that were
appointed by Chairman Ron Mercier.
Residents of the Town of Dracut were urged
to apply to serve on the Superintendent
Selection Committee.  Advertisements were
taken out in the local newspaper to solicit
volunteers to serve on this search screening
committee.

Warren Shaw has
especially criticized the
Chairman’s appointment
of Ken Martin to the
Screening Committee
because he is an elected
official in Dracut and is
also chairing the search
committee for a new
Housing Authority
Executive Director in
Dracut.  The concern
raised is the perception of
politics.  Well, it should
be noted that the other
two applicants for
Community Representative for the
Superintendent Selection Committee
included an elected Water Department
official, who has run for office numerous
times, and a former Dracut School
Committee member who served on the last
Superintendent Search Screening
Committee that recommended the
appointment of the current superintendent
in Dracut.  Although both of these other
applicants are fine individuals, no matter
who was appointed it would have looked
political given the small number of
applicants who volunteered for the role.  I
believe that Chairman Mercier made the
right choice in selecting Mr. Ken Martin to
fill the role.  Mr. Martin is a professional
with outstanding academic credentials and
possesses both business and community
experience.  He currently serves as

Executive Director of the
Methuen Housing
Authority.  When good
people get ostracized this
way for volunteering
their time, it is no wonder
that we cannot get more
people involved in
community projects or
running for public office.
All the Dracut residents
who volunteered to assist
with this very important
endeavor ought to be
commended for stepping
up to the plate and

offering to serve.

The Superintendent Search Screening
Committee will receive applications from
candidates for Superintendent, interview
individuals meeting the qualifications that
are advertised, and recommend 3-5 finalists
for the school committee to interview and
select from.  On July 16, the Dracut School
Committee held a public community forum
to solicit ideas and input from the
community on qualities that they are
looking for in the next Superintendent.  This
was done in order to help members of the
newly-appointed Superintendent Search
Screening Committee formulate and
compile questions to ask applicants for this
position.  The Dracut School Committee
will not be involved in the Superintendent
Search screening process once the position
is advertised.  The qualifications and

advertisement were voted on by the Dracut
School Committee at our July 23rd meeting.
This too was a unanimous vote.  It is now
up to the Screening Committee to take the
process from here and review applications
as they come in.

It is important to note that everything has
been done in the open regarding this
Superintendent Search process.  This has
not always been the case in the past.  If Mr.
Shaw had his way, the Massachusetts
Association of School Committees would
be managing this process.  This is a fine
professional organization that most
Massachusetts school committee members
belong to, but they do not conduct their
process out in the open.  Their process is
conducted behind closed doors.  The Dracut
School Committee has done everything
possible to ensure that the search for a new
Superintendent is a fair process that is
conducted publicly as much as the law will
allow.

On another note, most people now in
Dracut know, the Executive Director of the
Dracut Housing Authority, Joe Tully Jr.,
retired on July 16th after 21 years in the
position.  A Housing Authority Executive
Director Screening Committee was formed
by Housing Authority Commissioner
Chairman Ken Martin in accordance with
state and federal law, which mandates a

By D.J. Deeb, M.A., M.S., M.Ed

Continued on page 41

www.jamesrmiceliforcongress.com
Paid for by the James R. Miceli for Congress Committee

James R Miceli for Congress - PO BOX 1018 - Tewksbury, MA  01876 - (978) 658-9797
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All About Georgetown
Georgetown Selectman Lonnie Brennan

Summer Around Georgetown
Ah it’s Summer. And plenty of it is left for me to try to

get in some exercise. How about you? I find that chocolate
tends to make my clothes shrink. The bride (newly-weds
just 19.5 years) is on me now. So, it’s night walks around
Georgetown. It’s amazing what happens when you leave
the keys to the car at home, and take the walk. Recently, I
was taking the short walk from the fire station to my
family’s little shop downtown, when I ran across several
folks along the way and had an opportunity to chat.

Ann Lacey is her name. She’s one of many folks who
do nice things for this town, and until last week, I had no
idea. I came across Mrs. Lacey working on the flowers
and tackling some weeds along the Central Street wall at
town hall. “Now I know why this place always looks nice”
I said. Mrs. Lacey is just one of many, many folks who do
nice things for others. I’m glad I stopped for a few
moments to say hi. We chatted about the poison ivy down
there, and somehow it led to my visit to the wall a few
days later, delicately painting some weed-chems on the
nasty poison ivy plants to remove them while not
disturbing the fine plants nearby. The Georgetown Country
Gardeners continue to do a tremendous job on the grounds
and around town. More to follow...

Summer Concert Series

If you’ve missed the first few acts, the Summer Concert
Series is in its 13th season. Even if you don’t tickle to the
title of the band, show up. Bring a blanket and a few bucks
to buy you and yours some food from the concession stand.
Local non-profits such as the Kiwanis Club and the
Knights of Columbus and others offer some nice food and
treats. Lawn chairs, lots of people. Check out the bands
through www.GeorgetownToday.com.

Car Racing in the Park ‘n Shop

Most Sundays bring small gatherings of racecar
enthusiasts to the Park ‘n Shop (formerly known as the
Park and Ride). Not NASCAR, but instead, remote
controlled cars and trucks of all shapes and sizes, remotely
driven by kids and their parents. These events are
sponsored by Pratt’s Hobby Shop. A great place to get
models of all types. A good way to spend some time on
Sundays.

Historic Society Open Houses

Ever want to get an idea what life was like in
Georgetown 100, 200, 300 or 350 years ago? You can,
right downtown. But the dates are quite infrequent now.
Your chances are limited to just a few more Sundays:
August 12 and 26, then Sept. 9 and 23, and finally, Oct. 7
as the season closes.

The Georgetown Historic Society provides brief tours
and in-depth discussions for those who are interested at
the Brocklebank Museum. While most third graders get
to experience the tour and the old school house as part of
their annual field trips, it’s the adults who seem most
amazed when they learn of the many entrepreneurs who
began business of all types in Georgetown. And the historic
quilts, paintings, wedding gowns, pub items, cooking
items, and such, well, some are just amazing. Also. the
Brocklebank House (Museum) is now listed as being part
of the “Underground Railroad” by the National Park
Service.

Right now the Historic Society has high membership
(almost 100 on the rolls), but only a handful of active
participants. The museum is in desperate need of
maintenance (plaster repairs, painting, cleaning) so the
Society would absolutely love some new, eager members
to help out. My daughters and their friend, Kailyn Perry
(the famous mutli-award-winning youth artist) just

volunteered to help out. With regret, the Society’s annual
ice cream social was cancelled due to lack of works. The
younglings have stepped forward and pledged to help with
a re-scheduled date, including their families. Anyone who
is interested in helping in any way should contact the
Society’s new president, our Veterans’ Agent, Terrance
Hart. www.GeoretownHistoricalSociety.com.

Recreation/Transportation Path

While I’m generally tickled and thrilled about the
prospect of being able to safely take a bike from
Georgetown to Danvers, or to Newburyport along the old
railroads beds, there are areas of the proposed path that
have neighbors who are not as thrilled. Indeed, as I noted
in last month’s column, some are questioning the path, the
timetable, and want to find out more information. As time
progresses, the Recreation Path Committee will be posting
information. In the meantime, my phone continues to ring
(not as frequently as the flare-up last month), but residents
along the path are concerned. As information becomes
available, I’ll post it on www.GeorgetownToday.com.

Recycling Committee?

It appears the Brennan family is one of only a handful
of homes in this neighborhood that regularly recycle
everything we can. I’m hoping to pull together a committee
of residents, students, or anyone else who is interested and
seeing what we can do to reduce bulk trash disposal in
town. Anyone interested? We need a cute name, and we’ll
need to toss out some surveys and figure out some
partnerships and methods to dramatically change our
recycling participation. Wanna play?

Historic Society President Terrance Hart (our local
Veteran’s Agent), with Kaylin Perry and Kinsey
Brennan, his newest high-energy volunteers who hope
to help spruce out the place a bit: (shown outside the
museum).

Lonnie Brennan is a selectman in
Georgetown. You can email him at
lonnie@thechocolatecellar.com.

If we can’t destroy these facilities with a conventional
air strike, we are left with only three other non-nuclear
options. One option is to impose an effective economic
embargo, possibly enforced via a naval blockade. The
potential effectiveness and timeliness of this approach is
debatable.

With Iran this option might lead to a toppling of the
current regime since the general population seems to have
some capacity for applying political pressure. Unfor-
tunately, Iran’s nuclear program may already be too far
along to be stopped before such a strategy can bear fruit.

In the case of North Korea the population is already so
poor and the government so oppressive that it is not clear
what difference further economic pressure will make. Its
nuclear program is also at or beyond the point of producing
nuclear weapons, so the window of opportunity for
applying economic pressures may have past.

Another non-nuclear option is a policy of pro-active and
rapid regime change. It is too late to develop internal
resistance forces through covert aid and it seems highly
unlikely that existing resistance groups in either country
are sufficiently mature to be effective. Even if they were,
would the regimes that emerged complete the on-going
nuclear development programs anyway?

Therefore, externally imposed regime change via surgical
political strikes, e.g., conventional attacks on their political
hierarchies using air strikes and special forces, may be the
only possibility for successfully executing this option.

Finally, we could consider a full-scale conventional
attack, as was employed in Iraq, to overturn these regimes
and avoid them becoming nuclear threats. The financial
costs, loss of American lives, and post-war occupation/
reconstruction issues resulting from this option would be
substantial. Using this option simultaneously for both Iran
and North Korea would present monumental costs and may
be beyond the capabilities of our current armed forces.

So, what about the nuclear option? The horrors of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki immediately come to mind when
considering a nuclear attack. A similar attack on population
centers, under current circumstances, would be
unnecessary and immoral.

The option that must be considered is the use of nuclear
weapons designed specifically to take out Iran’s and North
Korea’s underground nuclear facilities. Any nuclear-related
industrial complex vulnerable to precision conventional
weapons should be attacked conventionally, but facilities
specifically designed to be immune to conventional attack
should be taken out with earth-penetrating nuclear
munitions.

This option is clearly moral because it dramatically
reduces the potential loss of innocent lives in future
conflicts – not only in these rogue countries, but also in
New York, Boston and other American cities. The attack
would have little impact on the civilian populations of Iran
or North Korea. Only workers in the targeted underground
facilities would be killed. If the nuclear warheads and their
penetration profiles were properly designed, radiation
would be largely contained within underground caverns
and would not significantly affect the civilian population.

A side benefit of such an attack, in addition to eliminating
the immediate threat, would be that rogue regimes would
know that building elaborate underground bunkers would
not protect such development efforts in the future. In effect,
by using this remedy once, it would not be needed in the
future.

Whether one of the conventional strategies enumerated
above can be effective requires access to classified
intelligence data that is not available to the general public.
We all hope that the use of nuclear weapons as described
here will be unnecessary. That being said, we should be
fearful that our leaders, so intimidated by the forces of
political correctness and without the intestinal fortitude of
past leaders such as the Roosevelts, Truman, and Reagan,
will rule out the only strategy that will protect our freedoms,
our lives and our country’s future.

Avoiding “thinking about the unthinkable” may be a fatal
error. If we wake up some morning with many of our major
cities in ruins, we’ll know we ran out of courage at a
particularly inopportune time.

Dr. Ormsby
Continued from Page 3

Dr. Ormsby is a member of the N. Andover
School Committee. He’s a graduate of Cornell
and has a doctorate from MIT. You can
contact Dr. Ormsby via email:
ccormsby@comcast.net

1-866-7-TROOPS
Building and remodeling specially adapted
homes for our most severely wounded Veterans

www.homesforourtroops.org

If You REALLY Support the Troops, Show Them How Much You Care!
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The Law Offices of

a battle. Having entered the gun mount of
the 5" with Petrillo last week I can tell you
it is quite tight and the air was oppressive.
One can only imagine the sights, sounds
and smells of the environment during a
battle.

What Petrillo and others of that “Greatest
Generation” endured during WWII should
never be forgotten. Vichy French forces on
the battleship Jean Bart opened fire. The
USS Massachusetts hammered back using
16" shells and then, five hits later, Jean Bart
was left in ruins. The crew had tried to wave
the 20 foot American flag to the Nazi
sympathizers but, the gesture received an
eight inch shell right through it. In all 35
engagements during WWII, serving in both
theaters of operation, the USS
Massachusetts never lost a man in combat.

Being with Thomas Petrillo, a former
Patriot of the Month (see the two part Valley
Patriot March and April 2007) was some-
thing I will never forget. Ted Tripp who is
known for his written oral histories, and I
for my work with the crew from MCTV’s
Call to Serve recording oral histories on
tape, were in our glory to be in his company.
It was a delightful day except for all those
ladders! The Executive Director Ron J.
Catudal, and the Captain, John S. Casey,
USNR (Ret.) heard of Tom’s presence
onboard and the red carpet was laid out.

Valley Patriot Hero Visits Battleship
He Once Called Home

Vice Chair, Methuen City Council,
Methuen Youth Corps Founder

Methuen News
Kathleen Corey Rahme

Methuen

Kathleen Corey Rahme is the former
Central District Councilor in Methuen and
was elected as a city councilor “at large” in
2005. She is also the vice chair of the city
council and founder of the Methuen Youth
Corps. Kathleen is a candidate for mayor of
Methuen. She also hosts “Call to Serve.” You
can email her at kcoreyrahme @comcast.net

Stepping Back in Time

Former Valley Patriot of the Month, Hero Thomas Petrillo (March &
April 07) with Methuen City Counilor Kathleen Corey Rahme on the
Battleship, USS Massachusetts in Fall River. To read Petrillo’s heroic WWII
story on-line please visit (www.valleypatriot. com/VP030607hero.html)
and (www.valleypatriot.com/VP040407patriot.html).

The ship came alive when Valley Patriot
Hero Thomas Petrillo of Methuen boarded
the USS Massachusetts last week.

The WWII battleship is docked at Battle-
ship Cove in Fall River and visited by thou-
sands of tourists every year. Visitors got a
special treat last week when they had the
opportunity to meet Petrillo. He was
generous enough to chat with groups of
visitors about his nineteen month assign-
ment on board the biggest ship I have ever
seen. I was so happy to witness the looks
of amazement among tourists, and especia-
lly the youngsters, when he told stories of
his time on his beloved USS Massachusetts.

The USS Massachusetts has a brilliant
history. The Massachusetts is touted as one
of the most powerful, fighting vessels in
the world of navy ships. It was in the Battle
of Casablanca in Morocco, North Africa as
part of Operation Torch. Although she
endured three hits in that battle, thankfully
there were no casualties on “Big Mamie”
as she was fondly known by her crew. Pet-
rillo was at his usual position manning the
5" gun. There were Axis ships everywhere
including the French Vichy ship Jean Bart.

It was 7:02 am on November 8, 1942
when the Battle of Casablanca took place.
Petrillo was ordered to general quarters by
midnight, the night before, after being fed
a steak dinner which was a tradition before

We were invited to be the guests of the
Captain for lunch.

Petrillo was invited back to the USS
Massachusetts for the three day Fall River
Celebrates America on August 9, 10, and
11 to fire his old 5" gun into the harbor
before a fireworks display. What a thrill for
the former sailor. Information about this
event can be found at
www.fallrivercelebrates.com.

On behalf of a grateful nation, and the
City of Methuen, thank you Tom, and others
like you for your service during WWII.

For campaign information, or to volunteer, call: 978-686-0008
or e-mail kcoreyrahme@comcast.net.

GOALS:
* Establish a team of local experts to find an affordable

 and efficient solution to the building issues at our high school.
* Work to ensure that the needs of the people are

brought to the forefront of our agenda.
* Continue building strong partnerships between

 our community and our promising youth.
* Fight to ensure that the needs of our community’s veterans are met.

Education
* UCONN, Local Land Use Management Certification, 1985

* Carleton University, M.A., Public Administration, 1984
* St. Mary’s University, B.A., Political Science, 1981

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
* Founded the Methuen Youth Corps.

* Authored successful legislation to protect our
 local cable access television stations.

* Formed and fostered neighborhood associations
to give them a greater voice in our community.

* Amended the zoning ordinance to enhance abutter
notifications of zoning changes.

* Saved taxpayer dollars by requiring the Greater Lawrence
Vocational School to create and implement travel policies.

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Kathleen Corey Rahme  - Jane Shawcross, Treasurer

Kathleen Corey

for Mayorfor Mayorfor Mayorfor Mayorfor Mayor
of Methuenof Methuenof Methuenof Methuenof Methuen

 Rahme
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Local Family Takes in Russian Children from
Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster Area

The Chernobyl tragedy is the largest peacetime radiation
catastrophe that has ever occurred on this planet.
Considered to be the worst manmade nuclear disaster in
world history, the human dimensions of the Chernobyl
nuclear explosion are vast and heartbreaking. The
Chernobyl nuclear accident is a global environmental event
which has left thousands of refugees and long term
contamination of the land, water and air.

* On April 26, 1986 at 1:23 AM, a nuclear explosion
took place in Reactor Number 4 of the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power Plant located in Ukraine.

* 190 Tons of highly radioactive materials were released
into the atmosphere. Scientists estimate that the amount of
radionucleides released into the environment is equal to
the effect of twenty nuclear bombs.

Despite the fact that the accident occurred in 1986, its
subsequent problems have not disappeared. In many cases
they have become worse. Much time has passed since the
day of the accident and for those who did not personally
face the disaster it may seem that the Chernobyl problem
has lost its topicality. The biggest catastrophe of the century

©1995-2006 Chernobyl Children Project USA, Inc., a 501(c)3 non-profit organization.To help the Chernobyl Children’s Project visit them on Line at www.ccpusa.org

When Salem/Methuen Rotary club member John Breen
learned that the Chernobyl Children Project was short one
host family for two Russian children visiting the United
States from the Chernobyl nuclear disaster area, it was all
he and his wife Christine needed to hear. Having hosted
children from the Chernobyl area once before, the Breens
said they never gave it a second thought.

“What the children need is someone to stay with,
someone who will take care of them while they are here in
the United States getting medical treatment and physicals
from the Chernobyl Children’s Fund,” Breen said.

This year the Breens are hosting 9 year old Pavel
Meleshenko and ten year old Dmitriy Kartavtsev, both from
Klintsy, Russia.

Between doctors visits and trips to the dentist, the two
young Russian boys were treated to many day trips of fresh
air and sunshine such as Canobie Lake Park in Salem, NH,
and Salisbury Beach.

“It has been very exciting to show them the ocean for
the first time, to take them camping, fishing, and to Lake
Sunapee. I do not speak Russian, and they do not speak
English; but their smiles say it all” says Christine happily.

John says that because radiation has contaminated the
water and food supplies, children growing up in that area
of Russia and Belarus suffer from a myriad of health
problems such as cancer, kidney disease and immune
deficiency problems.

“We are just the host family who takes care of them while
they are here,” Breen explains “but we get a long itinerary
from the Children’s Project. They get full physicals at
Saint’s Memorial, dental care at Tufts, they’re even given
eye exams and glasses through the Lens Crafter’s “Gift of
Sight.” During the four weeks Pavel and Dmitriy were in
the US, much of the radiation built up in their system from

long term exposure to radiation will have flushed out of
their bodies because of fresh food and fresh air .

“The problem is,” Breen continued, “once they leave
the U.S. and go back home with a clean bill of health, they
go right back to that contaminated environment, eating and
drinking the same contaminated food and water and
breathing the same air. But at least they have been given a
brief respite and some hope.”

The Breens say that Pavel and Dmitriy were both given
a clean bill of health before returning home to Russia.

The Salem/Methuen Rotary Club thanked the Breen
family at a recent meeting for their dedication to helping
children affected by the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster.
“We really should be saying thank you to the entire
community, The Breens said. “So many people, so many
businesses pitched in to help Pavel and Dmitriy while they
were here.”

The Breen Family with Pavel and Dmitriy (from left to
right): John, Pavel, Sarah, John Breen (back) Dmitriy,
Emily, Christine and Ruthann at the Sweetheart Inn in
Methuen after a meeting of the Salem/Methuen Rotary
Club.

The Breen Family with Pavel and Dmytri (from left to right):  John, Pavel,
Sara, John Breen (back) Dmytri, Emily, Christina and Ruthann at the Sweetheart
Inn in Methuen after a meeting of the Salem/Methuen Rotary Club.

The Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant Tragedy of 1986
From the Chernobyl Children Project, USA

Radiation  Hotspots Resulting from the
Chernobyl’ Nuclear Power Plant Accident

is increasingly forgotten; and is often considered as
something belonging to the past, but it is not so for the
people of the region. Many radioactive elements appear to
have the same composition as the natural and vital minerals
that our bodies need. For example: * Plutonium is the most
toxic nuclear element that man has produced; it does not
exist in nature except as a result of a nuclear reaction. The
body recognizes plutonium as it would iron thus it is
absorbed into the red blood cells and muscles. It may cause
blood disorders, leukemia, lymphoma, multiple myeloma,
and other forms of cancer.

* Caesium 137 behaves as potassium and is incorporated
into rapidly growing cells throughout the body. Heavy
concentrations may lead to gastrointestinal and blood
problems.

* Iodine 131 is concentrated in the thyroid gland
especially during periods of rapid growth. Radioactive
iodine is responsible for the marked increase in cancer of
the thyroid that has been seen in children.

* Strontium 90 is similar to calcium and becomes part
of the bone structure. Types of bone and bone marrow
cancers may be the result.

Hi, I’m Dave Bider, Owner of Lifestyles
Furniture, The Halloween Store, & Bider
Music on South Broadway in Lawrence. We
advertise in The Valley Patriot every month
because we’ve seen first hand how effective
it is to reach new customers from Acton to
Newburyport and everywhere in between!

Advertising in The Valley Patriot Really Works!

Please see our ads on pages 13
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Kannan

FAMILY: MARRIED 23 YEARS TO BILL
CHILDREN: BILLY JR. 22, BRITTNEY 20, FARRAH 5
PARENTS - RICHARD AZIZ SR  (retired LT. MFD)
                   & MARILYN AZIZ

EDUCATION: ATTENDED METHUEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AMERICAN REAL ESTATE ACADEMY

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND:
REALTOR, CERTIFIED BUYER AGENT CURRENTLY
ASSOCIATED WITH COCO,EARLY ASSOCIATES IN
METHUEN  PREVIOUS SMALL BUINESS OWNER

JENNIFER’S PLEDGE TO THE CITIZENS OF METHUEN:
A NEW AND POSITIVE VOICE ON OUR COUNCIL.

FAIRNESS TO ALL TAXPAYERS.

COUNCILOR AT LARGE

Jennifer Aziz

paid for by the friends of Jennifer Kannan, Brittney Kannan, Treasurer

Water Street, Lawrence MA

 3  Bedrooms/1 Full | 1 Partial Bathrooms
1,390 Est. Sq. Ft.

$199,900
 Have you been waiting for luxury living at

a price you can afford?

No maintenance, just park your car in the
garage and enjoy your beautiful townhouse
with a large floor plan?! Well here it is; three
generous sized bedrooms, large living room,
kitchen w/large dining area,your beautiful
master bedroom w/cathedral ceilings, 1 1/2
baths,& 1 car garage!

Hurry, come pick your colors, to
customize your maintenance free living!

Call for more you private showing!

John Tarshi at (978) 361 - 5537 or email at: jtarshi@aol.com
Debra Tarshi at (978) 771 - 8079

Welcome to
St. Augusta Landing

* New construction, two family, $349,000 pre-construction price
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Farrah Funeral
Home

Real Estate

Lawrence, MA - Up to 26,000 s.f. of  Prime Retail & Office Retail Space Available

The Essex Street location is in the heart of  downtown revitalization project and within 100 feet of  new multi-million dollar college.

Up to 6 Ground Level Retail Store Fronts Available

2nd Floor Office Space Available. Entire Floorplan can be Built-to-Suit from 2,000-13,000 s.f.
Seeking: Franchises, Banks, Gyms, Coffee Shops, Dry Cleaners, Restaurants, possible Drive-Thru Business, Office Tenants, 

Ground Lease Deals, Ethnic Franchises, etc.

Michael S. Tarshi

Tarshi Development

617.922.2171

Methuen – When you decide to sell
your home, setting your asking price
is one of the most important
decisions you will ever make.
Depending on how a buyer is made
aware of your home, Price is often
the first thing he or she sees, and
many homes are discarded by
prospective buyers as not being in
the appropriate price range before
they’re even given a chance of a
showing.

Your Asking price is often
you home’s “first impression”, and
if you want to realize the most
money you can for your home, it’s
imperative that you make a good first
impression.

This is not as easy as it
sounds, and pricing strategy should
not be taken lightly. Pricing too high
can be as costly to a home seller as
pricing too low. Taking a look at
what homes in your neighborhood
have sold for is only a small part of

the process, and on it’s own is not
nearly enough to help you make the
best decision.

A recent study, which
compiles 10 years of industry
research, has resulted in a new
special report entitled “Home
Sellers: How to Get the Price You
Want (and Need”). This report will
help you understand pricing
strategy from three different angles.
When taken together, this
information will help you price
your home to not only sell, but sell
for the price you want.

To hear a brief recorded
message about how to order your
copy of this FREE report, call
800-611-8549 and enter ID# 3716.
You can call anytime, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week.

Call NOW to learn how to
price your home to your maximum
financial advantage. Or Visit:
www.PositionPrice.com

How to Sell High: Avoid These Three
Mistakes When Selling Your Home

By Sal Polizzotti

This report is courtesy of Sal Polizzotti, RE/MAX Preferred. Not intended to solicit properties currently
listed for sale.

John Lenotte is the American Legion,
Commander, Wilbur M. Comeau Post 4
Haverhill and Vice Commander,
Department of Massachusetts.  You can
Email him at JohnLDistrict8@verizon.net

Dean Campbell for promoting a ‘support
the troops’ license plate.   I know there are
a lot of folks who will buy this plate when
it becomes available.

Again, let us not forget the families of
the troops who are all anxious about their
safe return. Especially the family of Alex
Jimenez of Lawrence. Our thoughts and
prayers reach out for his safe return.

There is another issue that needs to be
addressed: support for the troops when they
return.   Our military does a decent job at
debriefing and working with the troops
upon their return and then the troops are
put into the VA healthcare system.   Most
veterans would agree that the VA is a great
system.

However, the American Legion along
with other veterans groups are constantly
reporting to Congress and lobbying for
additional funding.   Many facilities are in

need of upgrading.   Additional staff are
needed.

There are many veterans who desperately
need help.   Even with budget increases, a
major factor is that the funds are
discretionary.    Our representatives in
Congress need to make the funding
mandatory.     We have many more veterans
who now or in the future will need help.
They have defended our freedoms.   We as
citizens need to make certain their health
care needs are taken care of.    Again, this
will only happen when we let our elected
officials know we are concerned.    God
Bless America and our courageous
defenders.

Support the Troops: From Page 23

Phone: (978) 682-4060
Fax: (978) 682-3234

133 Lawrence St., Lawrence, MA 01841

Across from our old location

Locally Owned and Family OperatedLocally Owned and Family OperatedLocally Owned and Family OperatedLocally Owned and Family OperatedLocally Owned and Family Operated

Louis Farrah, II
David Moynihan

(Manager)
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Tremendous gambrel located on a
quiet cul-de-sac in Pelham NH. 10
rooms with 4 or 5 bedrooms, beautiful
open concept kitchen, 4 car garage
and loads of off street parking on a 1
acre plus level lot. Master bedroom
has full bath with sauna and jacuzzi.
Too many features to list...this house
is a must see.

3 millstone RD. Pelham NH

$379,900 - Call Mark Sullivan at 978-681-8511

Methuen

Contact us at www.tasullivaninsurance.com

SULLIVAN

Licensed in MA & NH ~ Se Habla EspanolLicensed in MA & NH ~ Se Habla Espanol
Serving the Merrimack Valley for more than 38 Years!

2 Convenient Locations2 Convenient Locations
978-683-4700978-683-4700978-683-4700978-683-4700978-683-4700

344 South Union St.344 South Union St.344 South Union St.344 South Union St.344 South Union St.
LaLaLaLaLawrwrwrwrwrenceenceenceenceence,,,,, MA 01843 MA 01843 MA 01843 MA 01843 MA 01843

978-681-8200978-681-8200978-681-8200978-681-8200978-681-8200
369 Mer369 Mer369 Mer369 Mer369 Merrimacrimacrimacrimacrimack St.k St.k St.k St.k St.

Methuen, MA 01844Methuen, MA 01844Methuen, MA 01844Methuen, MA 01844Methuen, MA 01844

* AUTO * HOME * HEALTH * LIFE * BUSINESS
* WORKER’S COMP * CONTRACTORS

INSURANCE AGENCY

SULLIVAN
AGENCY

S
er

vi
n

g
 M

A
 &

 N
H

Commercial * Residential (978) 681-8511

Charming cape in
beautiful South
Lawrence seconds
away from the boat
docks. 5 Rooms 3
bedrooms 1 bath,
vinyl sided home
just painted last
year. Quiet private
yard with driveway.
Priced to sell!

$219,000
Call Mark Sullivan at 978-681-8511 or 617-596-2971

Charming cape on quiet street right
around the corner from the Marsh School.
7 rooms, 4 bedrooms with 2 full baths.
Home is in pristine condition built in 1990
with only one owner. Exterior new vinyl
siding. Above ground pool sits on spacious
private yard with security lighting.

30 Saint Francis Ave.
Methuen MA 01844

$339,900

Call Mark Sullivan at 978-681-
8511 or 617-596-2971.
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Borders “Harry Potter Party” Brings Loop
Alive in Early AM Hours

Costume
contest
winners

Raffle winner
Kimber HessHarry Potter Fans

Bring Fun to Borders
Methuen - The Loop was alive and

hopping last month with the anticipation of
Harry Potter’s final book hitting the shelves
at midnight, July20th at Borders Bookstore.

Both children and adults flooded the mall
in the late evening and early morning hours
dressed as wizards, witches, and magical
beings. Potter fans who had reserved a copy
of the book “The Deathly Hallows” in
advance arrived at the store to find that they
had to stand in a line that stretched far
beyond the Old Navy store next door and
down the sidewalk towards Lowe’s theatre
just to get a colored bracelet.

The bracelets, however, only assured
potter party goers that they would receive
a book that evening but did not eliminate
the need to stand in ... more lines. Robin
Gazelian, Sales Manager at Borders in
Methuen, had a myriad of activities set up
for the evening to keep busy  the more than
800 people crowded into the store.

Among the activities provided for
Border’s customers were; a costume
contest, palm reading, and an area with free
coloring books and crayons for small
children while waiting for the midnight
hour when books officially went on sale.

 Kelsey Paine (13) and Mandy Hamond
(13) both of Methuen, won the costume
contest dressed as moving pictures (see
pictures, above) receiving a BOrders gift
certificate.

Borders employees gave out free raffle
tickets to each person entering the store.
The winner got to purchase the very first
Harry Potter book at 12am.

Kimber Hess of Bradford (above, right)
won the raffle and was offered more than a
hundred dollars by the person who
purchased the first book at Borders when
the last “Potter” book went on sale two
years ago “It’s not about the money” Hess
told him.
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Please Vote September 4th

Dear Friend,

My decision about whom to support in the race to replace Congressman 

Marty Meehan was not an easy one.  As many of  you know, I considered 

running myself  earlier this year, and determined that my priorities needed 

to remain focused on my family and my young daughters, Isabella and 

Victoria.  I have been happy to see that several strong individuals have 

emerged for us to choose from as we vote for our next Congressman.  

are necessary to bring real results back to our district, I am proud to offer 

my endorsement to Eileen Donoghue for Congress. 

I am deeply invested in helping to elect someone who has the interests of  

the entire district at heart, and understands that their constituency expands 

beyond Lowell and our other large cities.  I have had the opportunity to 

speak to Eileen and bring her to numerous events throughout my district. 

There is no doubt in my mind that she will work with every city and town 

across our district, and will be able to understand, from day one, the needs 

of  the people she is representing. 

Our country and our district are facing tough challenges. We need a strong 

leader committed to working on issues as far-ranging as strengthening our 

economy, improving our schools, making health care more accessible and 

affordable, helping to guide our environmental policy into the 21st century, 

and providing our public safety community with the resources they need 

to protect our families and our neighborhoods.  Eileen Donoghue has a 

record of  accomplishment on these issues and I know that she will hit the 

ground running and lead the charge in Congress on behalf  of  the people 

of  the entire Fifth Congressional District.   

I hope you join me in supporting Eileen Donoghue for Congress, 

and vote for her in the Democratic primary on Tuesday, September 

4th!

Sincerely,

Steven A. Baddour

From  the desk of...

State Senator Steven A. Baddour
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Working for You!

Working for Methuen!

Methuen MayorMethuen Mayor
Bill ManziBill Manzi

Working to Bring
Business to Methuen

Working for
Methuen's Future

Working for Methuen!

Working for the
Youth of Methuen

Working for You!

REELECT
REELECT

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Bill Manzi

I’m Teresa ZingalesI’m Teresa Zingales
I’m a Member of
Team Zingales

I’m a Member of
Team Zingales

Please See Our Ad on Page 33
360 Merrimack Street, Bldg. #5 in Lawrence

Valley Patriot “Hero” Retires in Methuen

Methuen City Council President Steve Zanni, retiring
Veteran’s Services Director for the City of Methuen,
Ed “Hoppy” Curran, Methuen Mayor Bill Manzi and
former “Valley Patriot Hero of the Month” Luther
McIlwain (WWII Tuskegee Airman) at Curran’s
retirement party last month.

Valley Patriot Hero, Ed “Hoppy” Curran
retired from the City of Methuen as the
Veterans Services Director last month.

A retirement party was held in the city
council chambers of city hall on his last day
at work last week with friends, family and
coworkers wishing him well.

“Hoppy is one of those rare individuals
you meet once in a lifetime. He is someone
who really is the embodiment of community
service and self-sacrifice. We’re going to
miss him in city hall,” Mayor Manzi said.

Curran, who was honored by the Valley
Patriot in September of 2004 for his

heroism in Vietnam served with the 4th
Division and the 243rd Field Service
Company in the Pleiku Province from 1967
to 1968.

Hoppy Curran worked for the Lawrence
DPW as a park foreman for 27 years and
was appointed Veterans Services Director
for the City of Methuen in 1998.

Hoppy is a Methuen resident who
donates a great deal of his time raising
money for various charities and veteran’s
causes. Hoppy Curran, the people of the
Merrimack Valley thank you for your
service to your country and your
community.

Wash InnWash Inn

For a FREE Taxi
(up to $6)

LAUNDROMAT

Open 7am - 9pm
Senior Citizen

Discounts
Full Time
Attendant

Brand New
Washers
 Only $1

Wash - Dry - Fold
Drop Off Service

 89cents/lb.

$5 off orders of
$15  or more

$10 off orders of
$30  or more

64 Swan St. * Methuen * 978 - 681 - 1181

Call Yellow Cab
at 682 - 6000

Wash - Dry - Fold

$5 off

$10 off

Enter at the CVS on Jackson St

No Card to Buy/Coin
Operated -Wash - Dry

- Fold - Drop Off
Same Day Service
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978-688-1266
No Job too SMALL!

Tom Duggan’s Notebook: From Page 11

Signing my Nomination
Papers To Be Elected

THANK YOU!
To the People of Methuen

for

Commissioner of the
Methuen Housing Authority

paid for by Kathleen Mulligan

Kathleen Mulligan

veteran. O’Rorke, however, says that is
categorically untrue and says she is moving
full steam ahead on her campaign to unseat
Haverhill Mayor Jim
Fiorentini in the fall. So,
since she says she is “in it to
win it” The Valley Patriot
will be interviewing
O’Rorke in the next few weeks
and publishing that interview in the
September edition.

Shoddy Police Work

When I read in the Tribune that Ines
Faucher was arrested for allegedly stealing
money from the Pop Warner football league
in Lawrence, I was surprised that a member
of the Lawrence police force would take a
statement by Mr. Elwell (head of the Pop
Warner league) but do no investigation
whatsoever (I always thought investigators
were supposed to … uh … investigate?) He
didn’t research the case or the allegations,
he didn’t talk to former board members, (as
I did) he did not even talk to Mrs. Faucher
to get her side of the story. In fact, Mrs.
Faucher called this police officer several
times after the complaint was filed against
her but the investigating officer was never
available. What happened next was just
outrageous. The investigating officer had
at least four police cruisers race to the home
of Ines Faucher to handcuff and arrest her
in front of her children and neighbors. But,
here’s the kicker, (pun intended) in his own
police report Mr. Elwell states that it wasn’t
even Ines Faucher who took the $600 of
Pop Warner money that was missing. That’s
right, in his own words to police he admits
that it was Faucher’s son who took the

money and that Ines came forward willingly
to take full responsibility for paying the
money back to the league (because it was

her job to safeguard the
money when it was
taken). So, why wasn’t
the son arrested instead of
Ines Faucher? I dont

know, but I do know that
Mr. Elwell has a personal vendetta and is
launching an all out war against the new
Junior Maulers Football league and using
this issue to try and destroy the credibility
of the new league, headed in part by … Ines
Faucher. Of course, had the “investigating”
officer done his job, he would have known
all this before moving forward and filing
charges against Mrs. Faucher. But he didn’t.
This was shoddy police work at its’ worst
and I don’t mind saying that the Lawrence
police owe Ines Faucher a public apology.
More to come….

Thank You Mr. MacLean

The Valley Patriot wishes to thank Ray
MacLean for donating a sign for the Valley
Patriot office. Please see story to the right.

Gonzalez v. Gonzalez Round II

Lawrece District “C” City Councilor
Jorge Gonzalez is being challenged by for-
mer city councilor Barbara Gonzalez again
this year. The last time these two faced off
Jorge Gonzalez was concerned when sever-
al people told him that they voted for his
“wife” on election day. The city councilor’s
wife also happens to be named Barbara
Gonzalez. But this year he wants everyone
to know in advance, the Barbara Gonzalez
running against him is not his wife.

Please Join

Thursday August 16th 2007

Suggested Contribution $50.00 - Please respond by August 10th, 2007
(978) 686-4385 or email: manzievent@yahoo.com

Methuen Mayor Bill Manzi

SUMMER BOAT CRUISE
For a

Newburyport Whale Watch
54 Merrimac St.
Newburyport MABoarding at 6:30pm

SHARP!

7pm-10pm

When an emergency happens at your
home, how confident are you that fire,
police or ambulance drivers will be able to
find your house? Retired North Andover
Firefighter Ray MacLean wants to make
sure they can.

MacLean makes address signs for local
residents in Methuen, Lawrence, Andover,
and North Andover for a small donation,
but says that he will do free work for
families who need a sign but cannot afford
to make a donation.

Emergency officials like Interim Fire
Chief Bill Martineau say that too often
emergency response time to fires or medical
emergencies are hampered by residents not
posting their address numbers on their
home.

“We encourage people to put large
address numbers on the outside of their
homes. If we can’t determine where an
address is, it takes too much time to find
the house, especially at night. That puts
people’s lives at risk. We encourage them
to use large numbers on the house itself.

Some people have a large driveway and
in those cases we strongly encourage people
to have their house number somewhere at
the end of their driveway.”

Martineau says that the donations taken
in from MacLean address signs go towards
a public education fund. “With that donated
money, we put on fire safety demonstrations
for children. It’s really a win-win situation
for everyone.”

Martineau said that the Fire Department
has purchased a fire safety trailer for public
education for younger children in the
schools. “They bring the trailer to schools,
inject artificial smoke into the trailer so that
they can see how smoke travels. We teach
kids how to get low in a fire so they can
breathe and crawl  themselves to safety.”

To order an address sign for your home
or to make a donation to the Fire Prevention
Safety Trailer, you can send a check to the
attention of Interim Fire Chief Bill
Martineau, 124 Main St., North Andover
MA 01845

Help Emergency Officials
Find YOUR Home

Tom Duggan
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-Paid for by Mike Gagliardi, Local 175 Laborers' Union of North America

VOTE September 4, 2007

NIKI
TSONGAS
Democrat for Congress

Laborers' Union
(LOCAL 175)

Proudly Endorses

w w w . n i k i t s o n g a s . c o m
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SHEEHAN’S

Mass Inspection 5018

26 Lawrence St. Methuen MA
24

Hour
Service

978-687-9378

Towing Service

new state law. We then had to show the state
that we had real possibilities of new
business expansion and that the preliminary
design work had been done.

The Patrick administration, which has
forged a close relationship with the city,
approved the grant.  We believe that
expanding city sewer services to this
industrial park will eventually generate an
additional 100 new jobs for our city.

More Police Patrols Added
to Acre, Mt. Washington

Keeping our city safe is certainly one of
our top obligations.  I went out to the
area of High Street to meet with neighbors.

We changed the allocation of our federal
block grant money to add $25,000 for
additional police patrols in high crime areas.
The Police Department then used its
CompStat computer program to identify the
areas which have the highest incidences of
crime and the streets and hours where the
crime occurred. They used the funding to
add additional police patrols dedicated to
the exact areas and times when crimes have
increased. (Police professionals call this
“hot spot” policing.)

Friday night, I went out with the police
on patrol around the Washington Street
area. We met with several of the neighbors,
heard their complaints, and we will try to

use this to modify our plan for better and
more efficient coverage.

Mayor Signs Clean Energy
Challenge

This year, we anticipate that our energy
budget will exceed $5 million.  If we are
going to meet the budget challenges of
tomorrow and keep our city green and
clean, we need to act today.  Last week, I
signed an Executive Order making
Haverhill part of the EPA Keyspan Clean
Energy Commitment.

 Our commitment is to reduce our energy
consumption by 10% and to encourage
conservation and alternative energy sources
both in government and in the private
sector.   The decision to become one of only
a handful of cities taking the clean energy
challenge came from the Mayor’s Energy
Task Force headed by Mike Labonte.  They
did a great job and the credit for the

initiative goes to them.

 The Energy Task force has been
meeting for months, and their
report outlines some excellent
suggestions on how we can
conserve energy, and help preserve
our plant.  You can read the entire
report on line at http://
havenergy.civiczone.net/.

 You can read about the EPA
Clean energy challenge at http://
www.epa.gov/region1/eco/energy/
energy-challenge.html.

 Conserving energy and going green is
everyone’s responsibility.  I have asked
residents to join me in signing up for clean
energy.  If you are wiling to pay a bit more,
you can promote green and clean alternate
energy sources.  It costs you $5 to $12 a
month.

Forest City Near Final
Approval...

The Forest City project, the
largest redevelopment in the
history of the city, is nearing final
approval and heads to the city
council in two weeks.

 Forest City Ltd. of Cleveland,
Ohio, wants to take this building, once the
home of Hamel Leather, and put
commercial retail on the first floor, with
upscale housing on the upper floors.

 They would remake an entire blighted
area of the city from Essex Street, Duncan
Street up to Winter Street— an area that
once bustled with shoe workers, but has
been largely abandoned for decades.

 The project will bring in $300,000 a year
in taxes over and above what those
buildings now pay. What is most exciting
is that the companies doing these projects
are now starting to buy up some of the
adjoining blighted properties to either level
them or fix them up.

 Beacon Properties has bought out
Charlie’s Eating and Drinking Salon on the
corner of Locust and Walnut Streets.  Forest
City has bought up a number of places on
Winter St. The various projects planned for
downtown add approximately
$100,000,000 of new investment to our city.

Putting abandoned factories back on the
tax roll and fixing up blighted areas
improves our tax base, adds jobs, and
prevents the further deterioration of these
buildings. It has a further benefit: growth
control.  Our hope is that the Forest City
project will make us exempt from the state
comprehensive permit law, Chapter 40B,
and allow us to control growth in the
outskirts of the city.

New Faces in the Mayor’s
Office

We have added some new faces in the
Mayor’s office as part of our team to move
the city forward.

Chief of Staff, Andrew Herlihy

 With the retirement of Ted VanNahl,
Andrew Herlihy has been chosen as
the new Chief of Staff. Mr. Herlihy
is a Haverhill native and is currently
the Brownfield’s Coordinator for
the City of Haverhill. Andrew is a
graduate of Villanova University
and Central Catholic High School.

Intern: Mathew Moroney

 Matthew Moroney also joins us as an
unpaid intern. Mr. Moroney is approaching
his senior year at the University of New
Hampshire. Matt is a Haverhill resident and
is currently studying Political Science at
UNH.

Intern, Della Ata

 Ms. Ata joins as an unpaid intern.  Ms.
Ata is a graduate of University
Massachusetts Lowell with a Masters
degree in Regional, Social and Economic
Development.

Her project has been to research design
review boards and to see if a design review
board would be a good fit for the City of
Haverhill.

State Grant Provides New
Boat Ramps for Haverhill

Thanks to a new state grant obtained by
our Harbor Commission, Harbor Master
and trails committees, Haverhill will soon
have new boat ramps, with the state paying
for materials and the city providing the
labor.

Mayor Fiorentini’s Monthly Newsletter: From Page 6

Jim Fiorentini is the mayor of
Haverhill and is in his second term.
He is seeking a third term in
November. You can email him at
jimfior2@aol.com

Continued

NO JOB TOO BIG ... no job too small

Town Mill Construction -  84 Clayton Avenue  - Methuen, MA 01844

Phone: (978) 683-8811

For reliable, (bonded) fast service,
please call

* Renovations

* Expansions

* In-Law quarters

* Conversions

* Additions

* Dormers

* Landscaping

* Decks

* Porches

* Driveways

NO JOB TOO BIG!

* broken plaster

* loose bricks

* bathroom repairs

* carpentry

* cracked siding

* paint repairs

* leaky roofs

* heaved pavement

* leaky pipes

no job too small

Handyman for Hire Handyman for Hire
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Hi, I’m Kathy Mamos

Please see our ad on Page 33
360 Merrimack Street, Bldg. #5 in Lawrence

I’m a Member of
Team Zingales

I’m a Member of
Team Zingales

Hi, I’m Kathy Mamos

I would appreciate your vote on election day

Methuen City Council
At-Large

Continued

Steve Zanni

Paid for the committee to Elect Steve Zanni

  Currently we are in the period defined as
‘Gulf War’, this period began 2 August
1990 and continues until the war is declared
over by law, or the President. A Gulf War
veteran is considered eligible if they have
completed their twenty-four months or their
full term of duty (a minimum of ninety
days) during the Gulf War period. An active
duty person is eligible for the loan
guarantee after ninety days of service.

EXCEPTIONS: The same five
exceptions as above apply except for the
Gulf War time requirement stated above.

CERTIFICATE of ELIGIBILITY: The
lender, once the borrower qualifies, may
obtain the certificate for the borrower. In
some cases your financial lender may even
be able to procure your certificate through
the on-line automated system set up by the
VA. For more info on ‘Automated
Certificate of Eligibility’ (ACE) contact:
www.homeloans.va.gov/eligibility.htm.

OR A certificate can be obtained by
completing VA Form 26-1880 ‘Request for
Certificate of Eligibility for VA Home
Loan’. Contact: VA Eligibility Center, P.O.
Box 20729, Winston-Salem, NC 27120.

INCOME and CREDIT RATING: A loan
is a loan is a loan. The borrower (military/
veteran/spouse) must qualify for a loan like
anyone else. This is done through a
financial institution be it a bank, mortgage
lender or other financial institution. The VA
has nothing to do with whether or not a
person qualifies for the loan. Without the
proper finances or collateral a financial
institution will not grant a loan. There must
be the potential of repayment even though

the VA guarantees the loan. Once approved
for the loan, though, no down payment is
required for the purchase.

Also, as with any loan, one has the option
of going with a fixed interest rate, or a
variable rate. This is a decision that must
be made by each individual according to
his or her own financial needs, obligations
and necessities. And as with any loan,
interest rates, and other terms vary amongst
institutions so shopping around may prove
financially beneficial.

The receiver of a VA loan can only be
charged fees that are deemed acceptable by
the VA. The issue of points is a matter
negotiated between the buyer (veteran, etc.)
and the lending institution.

APPRAISALS: An appraisal, by a
qualified VA appraiser, is also required. The
buyer, seller, realtor, or lender can request
the appraisal services. The person seeking
the appraisal pays for the service. To obtain
an appraisal complete ‘Form 26-1805
“Request for Determination of Reasonable
Value”.

GUARANTEE AMOUNTS: The
maximum amount the VA guarantees
changes yearly. It has to do with Freddie
Mac and the loan limit for single family
homes in that particular year. The formula
given in the 2007 Federal Benefits for
Veterans book is as follows ‘The maximum
guaranty amount is equal to 25 % of the
Freddie Mac conforming loan limit for a
single family home. This limit changes
yearly, but is set at $417,000 for calendar
year 2007. ($625.500 for Hawaii, Alaska,
Guam and the U.S. Virgin Islands)”

EXAMPLE: For a loan of $144,001 the
VA will guarantee 25% of that loan or a
maximum amount of $104,250.

INTEREST RATE REDUCTION: It is
also possible to reduce the interest rate on
one’s existing VA loan. A veteran need only
certify that they previously occupied the
property in question. Current residency is
not required. Veterans may choose an
adjustable interest rate mortgage called an
ARM. This interest rate is a mix of an
adjustable and fixed rate with the initial
interest rate remaining fixed for a certain
number of years.

ASSUMPTION of VA PROPERTY: The
VA will allow another individual to assume
your loan when purchasing your property
if they are eligible.

FORECLOSURES: If one is having
trouble making ones mortgage payments,
it is important to contact the VA prior to
foreclosing. The VA may be able to help
you avoid this situation.

If you are interested in purchasing
property that has been foreclosed upon, the
VA has listings of foreclosed property. Go
to: www.ocwen.com/reo/home.cfm. The
listing is under “VA Properties for Sale”.

SAFEGUARDS: The VA may suspend
from the loan program, those institutions
that it finds take unfair advantage of, or
those who discriminate (for race, color,
creed, etc.) against the military/veteran/
spouse. When dealing with a newly
constructed home the homebuilder must
warranty, for one year, that the property has
been constructed “according to VA plans
and specifications”.

If a serious problem with the homes
structure surfaces afterwards the VA may
compensate the buyer if the buyer notifies
the VA within four years of receiving the
loan guarantee.

 OLDER INDIVIDUALS: A popular
issue for older individuals is the reverse
mortgage. The VA can provide information
regarding this subject. The VA also provides
important information on home equity loan
fraud.

CONTACTS: For loan guarantee
information call: (800) 827-0336. This
number is located in Manchester, NH. I
spoke with individuals in both Manchester
and Boston. The telephone number for
Boston is: (800) 827-1000. There is also a
website www.homeloans.va.gov/. This
website is very good, easy to follow, and
has many links that are useful.

SOURCES: The Department of Veterans
Affairs benefits book, “Federal Benefits for
Veterans and Dependents 2007 edition”, the
web site, and both phone numbers supplied
information for this article.

You know your own circumstances. Your
situation may be different in some way from
what is listed here, so check out the contacts
for information as it pertains to you
specifically. And always write down who
you speak to for future reference. This
information may be invaluable at some
future date. Suggestion: I normally call or
check with at least two different people/
sources to verify facts, you should too!

Susan Piazza is the Past Commander,
Chapter 2, Queen City, DAV and was the
first female commander of the DAV in 75
years. She has been involved with the
DAV over twenty five years. You can email
Susan at With Mara@aol.com

Veterans Benefits: From Page 25

screening committee be formed for this
purpose.  The purpose of the Housing
Authority Executive Director Screening
Committee is to review applications and
recommend candidates for Housing
Authority Executive Director for the elected
Housing Authority Commissioners to
interview and select a final candidate from.
It is important to note that the Housing
Authority Screening Committee itself is not
selecting a candidate, but recommending
several candidates for the Housing
Authority Commissioners to consider.  The
Screening Committee will consist of a
member of the Board of Selectman, School
Committee, and other town and Housing
representatives.

Housing Authority Commission
Chairman Ken Martin had sent a written
request to School Committee Chairman
Ron Mercier asking that someone be
appointed to represent the Dracut School
Committee in this search.  The fact is that
three weeks earlier the Dracut School
Committee Chairman had appointed Ken
Martin to serve as one of the members of
the Superintendent Search Screening
Committee (Community Representative).

None of us knew at this time about the
Housing Authority Executive Director
search process.  The fact that Mr. Ken
Martin is on both search committees has
raised questions.  Warren Shaw does not
like it since he cannot control Mr. Martin.
Personally, I do not see a problem.  Neither
Mr. Martin nor the other screening
committee members will be making the
final selection for the positions in either
case.  Although the School Committee
Chairman would normally fill this role on
the Housing Authority Executive Director
Screening Committee, as the First Vice
Chairperson of the Dracut School
Committee, I was asked to serve by
Chairman Mercier in order that he might
avoid any appearance of conflict since he
had appointed Martin three weeks earlier
to the Superintendent Search Screening
Committee.  I accepted the appointment and
then was subjected to more attacks by
Warren Shaw via WCAP Radio.

There is currently talk around town that
Warren Shaw and his political cronies (most
of whom are from Lowell) are supporting
a certain candidate for the position of
Housing Authority Executive Director.  It
is my understanding that Warren Shaw et.

al. are upset because they did not have input
on who would be on the Housing Authority
Executive Director Screening Committee.
In other words, Warren Shaw was unable
to “stack the deck” like he normally does.
As a member of the Housing Authority
Executive Director Screening Committee,
I can only promise that I will be looking
out for the best interests of the senior
citizens and taxpayers of Dracut.  I will be
fair and objective in this process.

Put simply, Warren Shaw wants to control
the decision-making in the Town of Dracut.
He would like to determine who the next
Housing Authority Executive Director is.
Warren Shaw would also like to determine
who the next Superintendent of Schools is.
He has never expressed any interest on
issues of student health, safety, or
performance levels.  He is motivated only
by self-interest.  Remember, Warren Shaw
draws both a pension and health/life
insurance from the Town of Dracut for
serving as a part-time Selectman for 22
years.  There is nothing in the bylaws of
the Town of Dracut that allow for this.  In
the interest of disclosure, I have absolutely
nothing to gain from all of this.  I do not
derive my health/life insurance benefits or

retirement salary from the Town of Dracut
as does Warren Shaw.  I draw a stipend of
$2,000 per year for service, which Town
Meeting voters have voted to give members
of the School Committee and Board of
Selectman annually.  I can tell you that it
costs me a lot more of my own personal
money to campaign for office than what I
am receiving from the Town of Dracut.

As I stated earlier, I have always done
what I feel is in the best interests of the
taxpayers and children of Dracut regardless
of the political consequences for me
personally and I will continue to do so.

D.J. Deeb is an adjunct Professor of
History and Government at Bunker Hill
Community College and a Political Science
Instructor at the University of
Massachusetts Lowell.  He teaches Social
Studies full-time at Reading Memorial High
School.  He is an elected member of the
Dracut School Committee and Greater
Lowell Regional Vocational-Technical
School Committee.  D.J. is the author of
The Collapse of Middle East Peace: The
Rise and Fall of the Oslo Peace Accords
(New York: IUniverse, 2003).

Waren Shaw v. D.J. Deeb: From Page 27
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Family Housing Opportunities
The Andover Housing Authority announces the opening

of their State-Aided Family two, three and four bedroom
waiting list effective Wednesday, August 15, 2007 for a
two week period. The waiting list will close effective
Friday, August 31, 2007 at 12 noon.

One Person $41,700
Two People: $47,700
Three People: $53,650
Four People: $59,600

To obtain an application please go to www.state.ma.us/dhed and
click “Housing Apps Here” or call 978 - 475- 2365 -The Andover

Housing Authority is an Equal Opportunity Housing Provider.

The Andover Housing Authority is an equal
Opportunity Housing Agency

Saturday Morning LIVE! with Warren Shaw
(6-10am)

Paying Attention! with
Tom Duggan (Noon-2pm)

WCAP RADIO 980 AM

WCAP, Massachusetts’ Most Powerful
AM Radio Station North of Boston!

Our New Daily Lineup!
Monday - Friday

 (5-6am) America in the Morning

(6-9am) George Anthis

(9-10am) Dr. Dean Edell

(10-Noon) G. Gordon Liddy

(Noon-3pm) Dr. Joy Brown

(3-6pm) Afternoon LIVE!
       W/ Regina & Friends

Saturdays

AND....

Catholic Schools:  “An Advantage For Life”
“Restoring Faith in Education Since 1859”

St. Mary of the Assumption SchoolSt. Mary of the Assumption SchoolSt. Mary of the Assumption SchoolSt. Mary of the Assumption SchoolSt. Mary of the Assumption School

301 Haverhill Street * Lawrence, MA  01840
Tel (978) 685-2091     Fax (978) 688-7244

Kindergarten – 8th Grade
Any Student entering Kindergarten must be 5 years old by

September 1st

Pre-Kindergarten:  Full Day / Half Day Programs
Age accepted 3.9 years old by September 1st

STRONG ACADEMIC PROGRAM
Early Morning Program Club: 7:00AM -7:30AM

After School Program 2:10PM – 5:30PM (Grades Prek-5)
Financial Aid Available * Breakfast / Lunch Available

Office Staff Bilingual ( Se Habla Español )

APPLICATION ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED

Vouchers accepted for Pre-K and K

Merrimack Valley School

of Hair Design
315 East Haverhill Street  •  Methuen / Lawrence line

just look for the purple awning

NEW BARBER PROGRAM

www.mvshd.net   •   978-688-1133

BECOME A STATE LICENSED BARBER
1000 HOUR COURSE  •  8 MONTHS

A PROSPEROUS CAREER

IN BARBERING IS NOW OFFERED

IN THE MERRIMACK VALLEY

First class starts September 10, 2007

COSMETOLOGY PROGRAM
Day and Evening Classes Available    1,000 Hour Course

DEVELOP THE REAL YOU
High Demand Job Market    Financially Rewarding Career

NEW CLASSES BEGINNING MONTHLY

SIGN UP NOW

$6,500*

tuition for the first 6 new enrollments
Cosmetology & Barber Program

* $3,000 discount offer expires August 24, 2007

SPECIAL OFFER
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ALL VETERANS, ANDOVER RESIDENTS AND PEOPLE WHO
 WORK IN ANDOVER WILL RECIEVE PREFERENCE

Income Limits Are as Follows

Five People: $64,350
Six People: $69,150
Seven People: $73,900
Eight People: $78,650

There is no Asset Limitation

Help Wanted:
Sales and Promotions Associate:

Ideal applicant will have a pleasant
appearance, excellent communication
and people skills, and willing to do cold
calling. For more information please
contact Paula at The Valley Patriot at
(978) 557-5413.

The Valley Patriot is not an equal
opportunity anything.
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Office: 978-686-1464
Fax: 978-686-1464
James.Moore@rs.af.mil

JAMES F. MOORE
Staff Sergeant, USAF

Air Force Recruiter

AIRFORAIRFORAIRFORAIRFORAIRFORCE.COMCE.COMCE.COMCE.COMCE.COM

Air Force Recruiting Office
160 Winnthrop Ave
StadiumPlaza
Lawrence, MA 01843-3840

Team Zingales

I’m Andrea Delehunty

We’ve MOVED! to 360 Merrimack Street,
Building #5 in Lawrence

Please See Our Ad on Page 33

I’m a member of

Classified

Fred F. Ramey, Jr.
Owner

603-642-4757
Cell - 508-509-4314

Utility & Subdivision Specialists
45 Mill Road, Kingston, NH 03848

F & S Construction, LLC

Please See our Ad Page 33

Hi, I’m Steve Buco
I’m a member of
Team Zingales

360 Merrimack Street, Bldg #5 Lawrence

northernprocess@comcast.netEEO

Greater Lawrence Community Action Council, Inc.

HEAD STHEAD STHEAD STHEAD STHEAD STARARARARARTTTTT

All above positions excellent benefits package.

Applications/Resume to: Human Resources Director, GLCAC, Inc.
305 Essex Street, Lawrence, MA  01840

Fax: (978) 681-4949 - HR@glcac.org

Bachelor’s or Associates with 3-5 years experience in Human Services, Special
Education and/or Early Childhood Education. Bilingual (Spanish/English) desirable.
Must be able to work with people from various cultural backgrounds.   Must have
strong organizational, interpersonal, and supervisory skills.  40 hrs wk/ 52 wks.$17
to $21 per hour.

EDUCATION/SITE SUPERVISOR
Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree in Early Childhood Education & 5 years teaching

in Early Childhood Education & 2 years experience in supervisory/administrative
role. Must have OCCS Director II Certificate. Bilingual (Spanish/English) preferred.
Valid driver’s license &  means of transportation.   40 hrs wk, 52 wks. $17 to $19
per hour.

TEACHER
Minimum of a Child Development Associate & a willingness to pursue higher

education; or Associates/BS/Advanced Degree in Early Childhood Education; plus
meet current Office of DEEC staff requirement.  Bilingual English/Spanish
beneficial.   Must hold First Aid/CPR  Certificate.  33 to 40 hrs/wk, 38 to 52 wks.
$12.60/hr to $19.00hr.

FAMILY ADVOCATE
Two years experience in Human Services field, college level courses in Human

Services preferred.  Bilingual (English/Spanish) and be able to speak, read, and
write in both languages. Use of car/means of transportation & valid driver’s license.
Must hold First Aid/CPR Certificate.

PRESCHOOL & TODDLER TEACHERS
CDA, Associates or advanced degree in Early Childhood Education/Child

Development or related field.  Must have relevant Preschool/Toddler experience in a
child care setting & meet DEEC and NAEYC regulations and requirements. Able to
read/write & express oneself in English (bilingual Spanish or Vietnamese beneficial).
Must be able to relate positively with other, be reliable & a team player.

CHILD SUPPORT SERVICES SPECIALIST

GOLF
TOURNAMENT

GOLF
TOURNAMENT
For the Prevention of Child Abuse

Presented by the
Exchange Club of The

Merrimack Valley

Monday August 20th, 2007

at the beautiful
Andover Country Club

Lunch - Golf -
Dinner - and MORE!

For information, application, sponsorship opportunities
please contact Al Pappalardo at 978-618-0513 or email:

Pappal@comcast.net

www.homesforourtroops.org

Packing - Wrapping

mailbox rentals

Copying &

Fax Service

mailthe

corner
We Sell Stamps!

Methuen MA, 01844
300 Merrimack St.

tel: 978-682-3600
fax: 978-682-3666

Wrapping Supplies Available
Ribbon - Bows - Paper

PACKING SUPPLIES!

Boxes -Tape-Envelopes

& MORE!

SHIPPING ANY THING
WHERE

We can wrap it, pack it
and ship it for you! SHIPPING SUPPLIES

We Ship With Them All!
Fed-Ex - UPS - USPS - DHL



Exciting things are happening at the Andover Surgery Center! The

Center is currently undergoing major renovations to create a state-of-

the art, free-standing surgery center for our community. As the first

free-standing surgicenter in Massachusetts, the Andover Surgery

Center will continue to offer a highly experienced staff with efficient

scheduling and operations for you and your family, as well as your 

doctor. Our major “face-lift” will include enhanced patient flow in a

more patient-friendly environment, expansion of our recovery room

for more patient privacy and a brand new, private pediatric recovery area so families can be with their 

child prior to and post surgery. The Andover Surgery Center prides itself by standing behind our mission 

of helping physicians deliver quality care to their patients in a timely manner – in a caring, comfortable 

setting. The next time you or your loved one needs a surgical procedure, consider the Andover Surgery

Center for the care they need and deserve – ask your physician to schedule your surgery at our new Center.

Andover Surgery Center, LP
Doctors Park • 138 Haverhill Street, Andover
978-475-2880 • www.andoversurgerycenter.com

Fully accredited by the AAAHC and certified by Medicare, the Andover Surgery Center has contracts with all major medical insurance providers.

Operating close to home...

The Surgical Staff of Andover Surgery Center
has over fifteen years average experience.

Let us make
your day easier

Comin
g to Andov

er

in Decem
ber 2007


